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Student robbed at knifepoint
while intervening in assault

Winter Carnival brings ice-skating rink to campus

by

Giovanni Russonello
Daily Editorial Board

tIMOTHY sTRAUB/TUFTS DAILY

Students attended the Winter Carnival in the Blakeley Hall parking lot yesterday afternoon. They enjoyed free
food, ice sculptures, laser tag, an inflatable obstacle course and a photo booth. Yesterday also marked the last
of four days during which students could enjoy ice skating on a synthetic rink that was set up on the tennis
courts on Professors Row. Both the carnival and the ice skating were orchestrated by Programming Board.

Tufts co-hosts forum on college
affordability and financial aid

Graduate
student
Max
Kardon was robbed at knifepoint early Friday morning as
he tried to stop a man from
assaulting a female undergraduate at the intersection of Packard Avenue and
Powderhouse Boulevard.
The Tufts University Police
Department (TUPD) has attained
footage of a suspect using
Kardon’s credit card at a CVS
Pharmacy and a Dunkin’ Donuts
shortly after it was stolen.
Kardon
and
Ahmed
Humayun, who are students
at the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy, were walking
home from a friend’s house at
about 1 a.m. when they saw a
man approach a young woman
who had been walking home
alone. He was holding a knife.
“At first it looked like they
knew each other, but then we
heard her start screaming, ‘Let
go, don’t touch me, get away
from me,’” Kardon said. “We
went up and said, ‘Is everything okay?’ ... I was worried
that he was going to try to

sexually assault her.”
After Kardon and Humayun
approached the assailant,
he turned away from the
female and attacked Kardon.
He threatened Kardon and
demanded money.
“As soon as we got there he
let go of her, and he grabbed
me by the throat and started
choking me a little bit,” Kardon
said. The attacker “held a knife
up, and he said, ‘Give me all
your money or I’m going to
f—king stab you.’”
Kardon said that he was
frightened for his life.
“What I felt was just, ‘Oh
man, if this guy stabs me in
the throat, I’m gonna die,’” he
said. “I was just thinking that
I would be happy to give him
anything that he asked for so
long as he didn’t stab me. The
visceral experience was just,
like, so chaotic. He was shaking me ... all I could see were
his angry eyes.”
Kardon immediately gave
his wallet to the assaulter, then
turned and ran as quickly as he
could down Packard Avenue.
see ROBBERY, page 2

Women’s basketball bound for Sweet Sixteen

Bacow speaks out against merit-based scholarships at event
by

Marysa Lin

Daily Editorial Board

University President Lawrence
Bacow was among the many panelists
who spoke about college affordability
and financial aid on Feb. 29 at the first
in a series of forums dedicated to the
affordability issue.
Tufts co-hosted the event at its Boston
campus along with the Action Center for
Educational Services and Scholarships
(ACCESS), a Boston-area organization
that seeks to provide financial aid and
advising to students.
“We launched this series of forums
with the goal to begin to raise the public’s consciousness about issues related to college affordability,” said Bob
Giannino-Racine, executive director of
ACCESS.
Giannino-Racine explained the reason for holding the forum. “Most people
in general know that ... college is expensive and that it needs to be made more
affordable,” he said. “But quite honestly, I don’t think that they have a really
strong sense of just how much of a crisis
it is.”
This first forum was designed specifically to increase awareness of “the
merit-based financial-aid practices that
many schools are using today to try to
enhance their student body towards an
end of rising up to compete with the
Tufts of the world,” Giannino-Racine
said.
Bacow explained his position on college affordability and financial aid in
an e-mail to the Daily. “As a result of
the proliferation of merit aid, financial
aid to those in the top quartile of the

income distribution has grown much
faster than that awarded to those in the
bottom quartile,” Bacow said. “I have
argued in a variety of forums that all
financial aid should be need-based.”
Both Bacow and Giannino-Racine
believe that it is better to use limited
financial-aid resources to provide lowincome students with access to higher
education than it is to recruit well-qualified students who have access to college regardless of monetary assistance.
“I do not see how society is better off
diverting scarce financial-aid resources from students who need it, just to
redistribute relatively wealthy students
among the nation’s college[s] and universities,” Bacow said.
Giannino-Racine said that he turned
to Tufts for the forum because “President
Bacow and Tufts as an institution have
been leaders” in supporting need-based
financial aid. According to GianninoRacine, Bacow has pledged that “Tufts
will award this incoming class of students zero merit-based financial aid.”
Bacow has told the Daily that he does
not plan on bringing merit-based aid to
Tufts.
“Those are the types of practices that
we want to reward, spotlight and share
as best practices,” Giannino-Racine
said.
ACCESS established this series of
public forums in order to address what
Giannino-Racine calls the “growing
challenge” of schools using financialaid money to recruit higher-income
families that come from higher-performing school districts.
see ACCESS, page 2

Inside this issue

laura schultz/tufts daily

Seen here in a Feb. 23 victory over Middlebury, sophomore forward Julia Baily and
the women’s basketball team are headed to the Sweet Sixteen of the Div. III NCAA
Tournament following a pair of weekend wins over Wheaton and Mount St. Mary.
The Jumbos, in the midst of their first-ever tourney appearance, join the 200506 men’s squad as the only basketball teams in Tufts history to reach the Sweet
Sixteen. See Sports, back page.
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As
hand
sanitizer
becomes increasingly
common at colleges,
some experts are questioning its effectiveness.

The men’s lacrosse
team opened its season
by crushing Skidmore
12-3 on Bello Field this
weekend.

see FEATURES, page 3

see SPORTS , back page
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Visiting the Hill this week

Victim doesn’t ‘feel safe anymore’ on campus

Monday

ROBBERY

“Gill Lecture Series: The
Beginning of the Long Civil
Rights Movement with ‘Plenty
of Opposition’”
Details: Leslie Brown from
Washington University in St. Louis
will speak in the third and final
black-history lecture honoring Tufts’
late Associate Professor Gerald Gill.
A reception will follow in East Hall.
When & Where: 5:00 p.m.;
Coolidge Room, Ballou Hall
Sponsors: Office of the Provost,
Department of History, Fares
Center for Eastern Mediterranean
Studies
“Lyon and Bendheim Alumni
Lecture: Jeff Stibel”
Details: Jeff Stibel (A ‘95) will discuss his experiences as an executive of several Internet companies.
When & Where: Reception at
6:30 p.m., lecture at 7:30 p.m.;
Barnum 008
Sponsor: Office of Alumni
Relations
“A Strong Voice with Professor
Steve Cohen”
Details: Professor of Education
and 2007 Tufts Professor of the
Year Steven Cohen will speak
about economic injustice in education. This lecture is part of
series on moral voices in the Tufts
community.
When & Where: 8:00 p.m.;
Barnum 008
Sponsor: Tufts Hillel

Tuesday
“Diversity Networking Night
for Students and Alumni”
Details: African-American, AsianAmerican and Latino alumni in
various fields will return to Tufts
to share their experiences with
undergraduates. The panel presentation will follow the networking reception.
When & Where: 6:30 p.m.;

Dowling Hall, Seventh Floor
Sponsor: Career Services
“Stop the Bleeding: America’s
Immigration Crisis”
Details: Bay Buchanan, former U.S.
Treasurer under President Ronald
Reagan, will talk about the issue of
illegal immigration.
When & Where: 8:00 p.m.;
Barnum 104
Sponsor: Tufts Republicans

Wednesday
“Goddard Chapel Forum on
Religion and Science”
Details:
Professor
Gordon
Kaufman of the Harvard Divinity
School speaks on “A Religious
Interpretation of the Emergence of
New Realities: Creativity as God.”
When & Where: 6:00 p.m.;
Goddard Chapel
Sponsors: University Chaplaincy

Thursday
“Pediatric Chronic Pain: What is
it? How can we help?”
Details: Dr. Deirdre Logan of the
Pain Treatment Service at the
Children’s Hospital of Boston is
featured as part of a colloquium on
pediatric psychology.
When & Where: 10:30 a.m.; Stevens
Library, Eliot-Pearson Building
Sponsor: The Eliot-Pearson
Department of Child Development
“Spanish Lecture by Mercedes
López-Baralt ‘Orfeo Mulato:
Palés Como Constructor de
Mitos’”
Details: Mercedes López-Baralt of
the University of Puerto Rico will
give a lecture in Spanish about
the poetry of Luis Palés Matos.
A reception will follow in Olin
Center’s Laminan Lounge.
When & Where: 6:00 p.m.;
Barnum 104
Sponsors: Department of Romance
Languages, Latin American Studies
Program, Latino Studies Program

continued from page 1

While the robber had been
accosting Kardon, Humayun
and the female student had
also run away.
Kardon stopped running
after about 100 yards. He
started dialing the Somerville
Police on his cell phone and
turned around to see a red
Ford Taurus pull up and pick
up the assailant.
“Somebody else was driving
the Ford Taurus. They pulled
up and picked him up and then
drove away,” Kardon said.
The
Somerville
Police
arrived, took the students’
report and performed a search
of the area, but they did not
find the robber.

Then Kardon and Humayun
took the female undergraduate, who requested anonymity
due to the sensitivity of the
situation, to her house.
She said that she was frightened and surprised when she
was accosted.
“It was scary,” she said. “I’ve
done that walk a million times
... I just don’t feel safe anymore. You’d think you’re safe
here and I did think I’m safe
here ... It just shakes you.”
Later that day, Kardon went
to the TUPD station and filed
a report. An officer there asked
Kardon to call his credit company and get a list of charges
that had been declined since
he canceled the card, which he
did soon after the robbery.

The list indicated that the
credit card had been used at a
Dunkin’ Donuts, two gas stations and a CVS.
At the Dunkin’ Donuts and
the CVS store, surveillance
cameras had caught footage
of a man with a female accomplice.In one, his face is vividly
depicted.
“I don’t know who the girl
is, but they both were trying to use my credit card,”
Kardn said. “So there should
be a wanted poster going up
around campus pretty soon
with a pretty clear picture of
his face. You can see him perfectly.”
Any information on the case
can be reported to TUPD at
617-627-3030.

Bacow pledges support for need-based aid
ACCESS

continued from page 1

“I think we definitely accomplished the goal of bringing
this issue to the forefront and
having ... provocative speakers
talk on the issue,” GianninoRacine said.
“I think that each of the
panelists left with the consensus that there’s not one [specific] thing wrong with college affordability and college
access, [but] that it’s a myriad
of issues,” Giannino-Racine
said. He added that the topic
deserves more than a series of
forums because the panelists
and audience members had “a
real appetite” to further explore
the topic.
“I think all panelists supported the concept of needbased aid,” Bacow said. “But we
also acknowledged that there
is political pressure to redistribute aid to the middle class
and above. I think most of us
agreed that this was bad public

policy.”
While this forum focused
on de-emphasizing meritbased financial aid compared
to need-based aid, GianninoRacine said that merit-based
aid is not necessarily a bad
thing in itself.
Instead, he described an
alternative use of meritbased aid that would be used
to encourage those students
already at a school to stay,
using it as a retention tool
rather than a device to attract
prospective students.
Giannino-Racine said that
for him, the forum confirmed
that the issue of college accessibility really has the ability
to grab the public’s attention.
“This is something that is valuable and that people are interested in,” he said.
The other panelists who
spoke with Bacow included a
number of other individuals
with a depth of knowledge and
experience relating to finan-

cial aid. Among them were Jim
Braude, a co-host of the shows
“Newsnight” and “Wired” on
the New England Cable News;
Patricia Meservey, president
of Salem State College; Paul
Grogan, president and CEO
of the Boston Foundation;
Clantha McCurdy, vice chancellor of the Massachusetts
Board of Higher Education; J.
Keith Motley, chancellor of the
University of Massachusetts,
Boston; and Deborah Hirsch,
interim associate vice president at Mount Ida College in
Newton.
ACCESS plans to continue
addressing the issue of college affordability with its next
forum, which will occur in the
fall. The specific topic has not
yet been selected.
“I’m just very heartened
about this first step,” GianninoRacine said. “I think it was great
for Tufts to share leadership
with this issue by agreeing to
co-sponsor it.”

Obama wins caucus in nation’s least populous state
	Senator Barack Obama (D-Ill.) took
the first contest after Sen. Hillary
Clinton’s (D-N.Y.) major victories last
week. He won the Wyoming caucus,
the least delegate-heavy election in the
Democratic primaries.
	Obama received 61 percent of the
vote on Saturday, compared to the 38
percent that went to Hillary Clinton. The
difference only translated into a threedelegate difference. In fact, neither candidate gained more than ten delegates
from the contest.
	While the victory is small, Obama’s camp
hopes the outcome will do something
to counter the momentum that Clinton
amassed in her victories on Tuesday. She
won about 150 delegates overall in primaries in the populous states of Ohio
and Texas and the smaller Rhode Island.
Obama took the Vermont primary that day
and won about 140 delegates overall.
	Obama’s win in Wyoming reflects some
trends. He has won 12 of the 13 caucuses that have been decided thus far and
has taken the majority of western states,
including Idaho, Utah and Colorado.
	Obama currently leads Clinton by over
100 delegates, with 1,578 to Clinton’s
1,468, according to the latest Associated
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and his daughter Chelsea showing their
support.
	Obama, however, started his campaign
effort in the state two weeks earlier than
Clinton.
David Plouffe, manager of the Obama
campaign, said that the Wyoming vic-
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Press estimate. 2,024 delegates are needed to win the race.
Both candidates spent a relatively large
amount of time in the lightly populated
Freedom State. The entire Clinton family made an appearance in the state this
week, with former President Bill Clinton

tory showed Obama’s strength in Western
states. He accredited that strength to the
support of independent voters. “This is
a big win for us,” he said, according to
Politico.com.
The Clinton campaign was proud of its
efforts to fight an “uphill” battle in the
state. Maggie Williams, Clinton’s campaign manager, said her side had worked
hard and was satisfied. “We are thrilled
with this near-split in delegates,” Williams
said, according to the Associated Press.
Voter turnout was noteworthy in
Wyoming’s Democratic caucus. While
only 675 voters attended the 2004 caucuses, over 1,000 voters showed up in
one county alone for this year’s contest.
In Cheyenne, the state’s capital, campaign workers actually had to turn some
of the 1,500 voters away due to the
unexpected numbers.
In recent years, the nomination has been
decided before Wyoming’s caucus, but the
contest is more significant this year.
The next contest will be tomorrow’s
Mississippi primary. The next major primary
will come on April 22, when Pennsylvania’s
187 delegates are up for grabs.

Nasdaq
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“He was shaking
me … All I could
see were his angry
eyes.”

Mostly sunny. High 38F.
Max Kardon
graduate student
see front page
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Devin Toohey | Hostels and Hostiles

Students
clean up
their acts
in the
name of
health

A

s mentioned last term, I planned
a trip around a pun and spent

of my favorite cities, Istanbul, gave me.

Meredith Klein/Tufts Daily

by

Robin Carol

An ounce of prevention may be worth a
pound of cure, but an ounce of Purell hand
sanitizer could be what is most effective
for keeping diseases off campus.
As staph infections and influenza
become more prevalent, colleges have
put more resources into hand-washing campaigns, according to a recent
article published in the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
Schools around the country have
distributed hand sanitizer to students,
using posters and gimmicks to attempt
to get students into the habit. The
University of Central Florida has a
mascot that hands out sanitizer from
a plastic urinal called the “Fifth Guy,”
named for the statistic that only one in
five males washes his hands after using
the bathroom.
At Tufts, where Purell dispensers are
installed in nearly every dorm bathroom, students and officials alike are
promoting the use of hand sanitizer to
keep students healthy.
Health Service Clinic Manager
Kathleen O’Dea said that she has
worked closely with many other
departments to promote such health

Thanksgiving in Turkey. But

that joke was only one of the many joys one

Purell dispensers have been placed in the majority of dormitory restrooms on campus as part of a Health Service initiative to get students
to wash their hands.
Daily Editorial Board

Istanbul

and cleanliness on campus.
“I was the one who several years ago
felt it was very important to do a handwashing campaign,” O’Dea said. “I recommended we get Purell and distribute it to the university. We distributed
it to all the departments with handwashing information for students as
well as all the staff here.”
O’Dea said it was difficult to discern
whether the increased prevalence of
sanitizer on campus has achieved significant awareness or results.
“It’s kind of hard to tell,” she said.
“Probably students do show a little
more awareness. When we see students
in the walk-in clinic, most of the clinicians here use one of our lines, which
is ‘make sure you wash your hands frequently’. You seem to get people who
are acknowledging it and who understand it’s important.”
Sophomore Nadine Kesten, volunteer coordinator for Public Health at
Tufts (PHAT), said that she has noticed
the efforts of Health Service.
“In every bathroom I’ve seen signs,”
Kesten said. “I think it’s funny that
Tufts needs to remind people, but it’s a
good thing to do, especially in a dorm
where it’s easy to spread germs.”
Kesten explained that raising aware-

ness about hand washing is an important public health goal.
“Public health is about doing preventative things. Hand washing is one
of the preventative measures,” she
said. “Even washing hands can stop the
spread of illness, so if you can educate
people about that, then they will be
less likely to get sick, and that’s what
public health is about.”
Kesten believes that students’ behavior changes can stem from less conventional approaches that go beyond
bathroom reminders.
“Maybe if there was some group that
did a presentation to show a look at
all the germs that are on your hands,
it would be something shocking as
opposed to more signs that people just
ignore,” she said.
But the emphasis on products like
Purell is surrounded by a controversial
debate over the role that such products should play in hygienic routines.
Some health authorities believe that
by killing bacteria before the body can
attempt to fight them, hand sanitizer
does more harm than good.
Stuart Levy, the director of Tufts’
Center for Adaptation Genetics and
see SANITIZER, page 4

TUFTS HOUSING LOTTERY 2008

Freshmen reflect on their first housing lottery
	Last week, freshmen filtered into the Gantcher Center to participate in the Tufts Housing Lottery, a process historically mired in uncertainty for
Jumbos. In a recap of the 2008 lottery, the Daily takes a look at the experience of six freshmen with widely varied lottery numbers and dormitory
choices.

2943

1673

1824

Freshman John Atsalis was surprised to
find Latin Way doubles available at 6:45
p.m. the day of the lottery. “We’re happy,”
said Atsalis, who averaged 2323 with his
roommate. While Atsalis said he felt well
prepared for the lottery, he said information from ResLife about non-apartment
style dorms would have helped his search.
“I think that something ResLife does really
well is apartments,” he said. “But they
don’t do that for any other dorms.”

After living with a roommate, freshman Dave
Parker will get the chance to live in a single
when he serves as a Residential Assistant in
Haskell Hall next year. While he was aiming for
a single regardless, because he wanted more
private space, he chose to be an RA because of
its financial benefits. In regards to the housing
lottery itself, Parker said that assigning students
random numbers is the most logical choice for
ResLife. “I think it’s probably the best way we
can go about it,” he said.

Placed in a forced triple for her freshman year,
freshman Doris Lo was given the option to
boost her low number in order to obtain a
better dorm. Rather than using the boost, Lo
chose Bush Hall to be with friends. “Because
a lot of us had low averages, we had to go
for a ‘worse’ dorm,” she said. Lo is saving the
number boost for her senior year, and said that
in general, the Housing Lottery easily confuses
freshmen. “Especially as a freshman, you don’t
have a good sense,” she said.

2769

2551

3055

For freshman Sarah Hacking, the lofty ambition of obtaining a quad in West Hall was met
last week. Because she had a remarkably high
lottery number, Hacking said the stress of picking housing for next year was eased. “It wasn’t
as hard as I thought it was going to be,” she
said. “I can imagine it would be more stressful
for people at the end of the lottery.”

Freshman Greg Marecki, who will reside in a single in Carpenter House next year, said he experienced difficulties when trying to gather information from ResLife about housing. Confused by
debates over whether or not juniors would be
allowed to join Wren Hall suite applications, the
freshman said he, “kept getting different statements from different people.”

Unlike Lo, freshman Isabel Hirsch used the lottery number boost that resulted from living in
a forced triple and landed in a double in Miller
Hall. Having entered the lottery with hopes for
a double in West, Hirsch was forced to settle
for her second choice, despite her inflated
number. “I’m a little disappointed,” she said.
“But I was pretty happy about it because it was
more important to be with my friends.”

Now, while I recommend all of you go to
Istanbul, there are a few things you should
know beforehand. For starters, if you see a
shoe shiner drop his brush, don’t pick it up.
It’s a scam. Thankfully, I needed my shoes
shined anyway and could bear to part with
a few lira. Or I like to tell myself that.
Now, to matters that involve less tourist
embarrassment. Istanbul is divided by two
rivers, the Golden Horn and the Bosporus,
into three sections. The easternmost section is quite literally in Asia. You can cross
continents for $1.50. That being said,
there’s nothing to do there except watch
the sun set over Europe, and you should go
for that and only that. Don’t even eat there.
The restaurants have no food.
You read that right.
Yet the sheer awesomeness of the other
two sections makes up for Asia’s shortcomings. The southern area contains everything you think of upon hearing the word
Istanbul. The Blue Mosque, the Hagia
Sophia, the Grand Bazaar and Spice Bazaar
— it’s all there.
The shopping centers are more, um,
western than the souks and kasbahs
of the previously discussed Marrakech.
The areas are cleaner and there are no
donkeys. A simple “no thanks” will deter
most shop owners — except, for some
reason, the guys selling cologne and
socks. All merchants are very good at
picking up on a private conversation
with a friend if it involves their wares
— even if you’re a few meters away in a
highly crowded area.
As for the rest of this part, all the
mosques look like Star Wars buildings and
the food is phenomenal and safe — load
up on apple tea, Turkish coffee, Turkish
delight, feta and of course, doner kebab.
Oh, and do a Turkish bath. And no, I’m not
going to spoil the surprise for you.
Finally, there is the northwestern section of Istanbul. This is the part that blew
me away. Just a 15-minute walk from the
400-year-old New Mosque lies Istiklal, a
street as wide as 5th Avenue but all sidewalk and filled to the brim with shops,
bars, restaurants and fast food joints. It
was a little before midnight and completely packed with people. Imagine what
a welcome and alien sight that must be to
someone who has lived in London for the
past few months, where most pubs close
at 11 p.m.
The highlight of my time in this section was the doner kebab place where my
friend and I got a 1 a.m. snack. It was a
small place with a decent amount of locals.
One guy was singlehandedly doing everything from getting people to come in off
the street, to taking their orders, delivering
their orders, bringing them their food and
collecting the cash. He had already diverted his attention from us halfway through
giving us our change.
There was something amazing about
how all these very different factors of a
city, from the exotic-looking mosques
filled with Muslims in prayer to a nightlife
that I have not seen the likes of since New
York, fit together almost perfectly. They
contrasted and surprised us as we discovered each part. Although Istanbul may
seem to be one of my more foreign travels,
it also happened to be one of the truest
cities I’ve seen.
Devin Toohey is a junior majoring in classics. He can be reached at Devin.Toohey@
tufts.edu.
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Health Service emphasizes
importance of hand washing
SANITIZER

continued from page 3

Drug Resistance and president of the Alliance for the
Prudent Use of Antibiotics, is
a vocal opponent of regular
use of hand sanitizer. The Daily
Health News reported last week
that Levy believes that hand
sanitizer can contribute to
bacteria’s mutation into stronger germs and kill good germs
alongside the bad. He also said
it produces chemicals that are
harmful to the environment.
Regardless of its controversy, the use of hand sanitizers is
becoming increasingly prevalent.
Tufts freshman Kenny Brand
said that widespread implementation of Purell dispensers
on campus has already made a
significant impact.
“People tend to use it because
it’s really easy and you don’t
need water. I don’t think it’s a
sure fire way to kill bacteria,
but it’s better than nothing and
if it’s around people will use it,”
he said.
Brand, who works at the
fitness center, said that for
the most part, he thinks that
Tufts students practice good
hygiene.
“I think at any college disease is always going to spread.
Some people are conscious of
it and others aren’t, but we’re
pretty good as far as health
goes.”
While working at the gym,
Brand observes many people
who take time to clean off their
equipment when they’re finished.
“Most of the time, when I’m
there I see people finish and
they use the towels and wipe
the machine off,” he said.

The Political
Sites and Sounds
of Latina/o
Popular Culture

March 10, 2008
4:15-6:00 p.m.
Crane Room
Paige Hall

This event brings
together scholars from
the Mexico-U.S.
borderlands to examine
how artistic production
in visual and musical
forms accompanies,
influences, and
constitutes political
practice in Latino/a
popular culture.
Image: “The Mobil Mural,” www.utep.edu/border/mur.html.

Roberto Avant-Mier, Department of Communication, Boston College
Notes on the Cultural Politics of the Latin Rock Diaspora

Richard Pineda, Department of Communication, University of Texas, El Paso
“Will They See Me Coming, Do They Know I’m Running?”
Immigration Discourse in Contemporary Popular Culture

Freshman Alec Ernest, another fitness center employee, also
has noticed hygienic behavior
at the gym.
“I don’t know if there’s hand
sanitizer at the gym, but there
are definitely those wipes that
have antibacterial stuff for
cleaning the equipment, and
people use them all the time,”
Ernest said. “When I work, we
refill them at least twice in
three hours.”

“Nobody washes their
hands or flushes the
toilet on my floor.”
Alec Ernest
freshman
Still, Ernest said that outside
of the gym, fellow students do
not observe such high standards of cleanliness.
“Nobody washes their hands
or flushes the toilet on my
floor,” he said.
O’Dea said that as long as
there are people who continue
to avoid the sink or the Purell
dispensers, more could be done
to raise awareness about the
importance of hand washing.
“Everyone can always do
things,” she said. “Hand washing
isn’t as exciting as other things,
but having reminders around
certainly would be helpful. “
And in the fight against disease, getting people to wash
their hands more frequently or
for the proper amount of time
could mean much healthier
Jumbos.
“It makes a huge difference,”
O’Dea said.

The United States and the Middle
East: What Comes Next After Iraq?
A Student Colloquium
MARCH 29, 2008
9:00a.m.-12:00p.m.
CABOT AUDITORIUM
This event will feature two consecutive panels that address current international and domestic
issues facing the Middle East. As a follow up to the Fares Center Conference on March 2728th, Tufts students will share their insights on the conference topics and discuss the issues
outlined below. Light refreshments will be served.

The International Dimension
9:00am-10:15am

Domestic Dynamics
10:30am-11:45am

Discussion of the current Middle Eastern
balance of power, and the dynamics of US
and other external intervention in the region.

Discussion of domestic issues including
political development, democratization, and
Islam in politics.

Discussant: Rami Khouri, Director of the
Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy
and International Affairs at the American
University of Beirut

Discussant: Fawaz Gerges, Christian A.
Johnson Chairholder in International Affairs
and Middle Eastern Studies, Department of
Political Science at Sarah Lawrence College

Participants: Toby Bonthrone (LA’09), Monica
Camacho (LA’08), Vicki Gilbert (LA’10), and
Oleg Svet (LA’08)

Participants: Mohammed Al-Ghanim (LA’08),
Alexander Gladstein (LA’08), and Jacki
Silbermann (LA’08)

Stacey Sowards, Department of Communication, University of Texas, El Paso
Latinidad in Ugly Betty: Transnational Representations of Class, Ethnicity, and Gender
Moderated by José Antonio Lucero, Department of Political Science, Tufts University and
Temple University
Co-sponsored by The AS&E Diversity Fund, the Latino Studies Program, the American
Studies Program, the Latin American Studies Program, the Latino Center, the Association of Latin
America Students, and the Departments of Political Science and Romance Languages.

SPONSORED BY: Tufts Program in
International Relations, Fares Center for Eastern
Mediterranean Studies, and the Ofﬁce of the
Dean of Undergraduate Education
For more information, please visit www.ase.tufts.edu/ir or contact the IR
Ofﬁce via e-mail internationalrelations@tufts.edu.
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TV Review

Fashion forecast: Go
crazy for prints

B

abc.go.com

Exploit our marriage in front of a TV audience for money? We’d love to!

‘Newlyweds’ show misses the reality mark
by

Diana Landes

Senior Staff Writer

Just when one thinks, “My TV repertoire is noticeably missing a romance-reality show that combines ‘The Newlywed

Here Come the Newlyweds
Hosted by Pat Bullard
Airs Sundays at 10 p.m. on ABC
Game’ with ‘Survivor,’” the programming
geniuses at ABC have surprised audiences with “Here Come the Newlyweds.”
The show features seven recently married couples of different backgrounds.

Each week, one couple is eliminated from
the show until only two couples are left to
duke it out for a $300,000 prize. This sixepisode series is hosted by Pat Bullard,
who is also interviewed throughout the
show to gauge the contestants’ progress. A former host of “Love Connection,”
Bullard has mastered all things necessary
for a dating game show host: a hilarious
combination of sexual innuendo, cheesy
one-liners and jokes about getting yelled
at by his wife.
But a charming host does not a great
reality game show make. This show is
centered on the couples. Among them
are a pair who fell in love at first sight,
a couple on their collective seventh
marriage and a modern-day arranged
marriage. All seven couples live in one

house together and compete in challenges that are meant to test their communication skills and how well they
know one another.
In the first episode of the series, for
example, each woman had to kiss each
blindfolded man on the cheek, and the
man had to guess which kiss belonged
to his wife. The only couple who failed
this ridiculous test is the Woodwards,
the older couple on their seventh marriage. Watching this pair, one begins to
wonder if they know each other at all.
Toni Woodward jovially tells us that she
and her husband went on their first date
the day his third divorce was filed. She
goes on to say that they were married
see NEWLYWEDS, page 6

Album Review

Black Crowes’ latest harkens back to the good ol’ days
by

Grant Beighley

Daily Editorial Board

The Black Crowes, a name that is
strangely familiar to nearly everyone
these days, have been one of the big-

Warpaint
The Black Crowes
Silver Arrow
gest names in post-Allman Brothers
Southern rock for some time now, having released seven albums (and seven
live albums) over their 20-year career.
The band’s future was in serious jeopardy in 2001 when lead singer Chris
Robinson and his guitarist brother
Rich Robinson butted heads (à la the
Gallagher brothers of Oasis) and, for
the sake of their sanity, decided to
take a break.
The group’s first new album since
the hiatus, “Warpaint,” is a somewhat
triumphant return to the throne for
the Georgia boys. While none of the
tracks have the same catchiness or
shimmer that their previous hits “She
Talks to Angels” and “Hard to Handle”
had, none of them are repetitious, and
the album flows well as a whole from
beginning to end.
The first track, “Goodbye Daughters
of the Revolution,” starts off with a
lazy, marching drumbeat from Steve
Gorman, adding instruments one by
one and building into a full-blown
Southern-style chorus, with Chris
Robinson crooning in classic blues
fashion, “I’ve been restless, baby,

I’ve been wild/ Caught up in a fever
dream/ Well, come on and save me,
child.”
“Walk Believer Walk,” the second
cut from “Warpaint,” slows down the
tempo and cranks up the soul. The
tune builds, much like “Daughters
of the Revolution,” this time starting
with a chunking, discordant guitar riff
from Rich Robinson. The song crawls
along at the perfect gait, reminding
the listener that the song is a judgmental take on the tormented trudge
any “believer” is forced to take. The
lyrics only further this point, reading, “So walk believer walk/ Straight
into the sun/ Walk believer walk/ Your
word ain’t ever done.”
By the third song, the law of averages would predict a less-than-stellar tune, and gosh darn it, it’s right
again. When “Oh Josephine” rolls
around, the audience is already in a
lull from “Walk Believer Walk,” and a
good upbeat track would fit perfectly
to raise us back to fever pitch, but
instead the listener is offered another slow, uninspired Southern ballad.
While lead guitarist Luther Dickinson,
formerly of the North Mississippi All
Stars, can usually hold his own in the
mix of the band, he takes far too large
a share in “Oh Josephine,” leading
his slightly clichéd slides to become
incredibly trite and predictable by the
two-minute mark.
Other notable tracks include
“Movin’ On Down the Line,” one of
the more jam-inspired takes on the
album. While the verses and chorus
are nothing too spectacular, the harmonica solos in the bridge make the

amazon.com

This album cover hints at the influence of a
battle between astronauts, skeletons, cowboys
and Jesus on the band’s music.
first three minutes worthwhile. Chris
Robinson’s warbling voice is also particularly well suited to the semi-tone
sliding that is highlighted throughout
the piece.
“Wounded Bird” is a straightforward Southern rock onslaught, complete with Robinson’s trademark halftalking, half-singing while bouncing
between two notes for eight measures. The chorus of “Wounded Bird”
is probably the most memorable of
the album, but that said, it isn’t likely
that it will show up in the top 40 anytime soon.
The most old-timey and reverencefilled song, in the style of Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young, “There’s Gold in
Them Hills,” is strangely the standout track of “Warpaint.” The acoustic
guitar- and piano-driven verses are
see CROWES, page 6

ig florals are for people older
than 40. Yeah, right.

Intricate floral patterns have been gracing the runway for Spring 2008. Bally’s
latest advertising campaign features a
kimono dress with various prints, including pink and brown flowers. Thakoon,
Prada and Nina Ricci have all decided to
cash in on the latest flower craze.
True, gigantic lilies, carnations and
other botanical specimens on cloth do
tend to age the wearer. True, the colors
and size of the print can be tacky. And
true, fashion manuals advise readers to
stay away from loud and large prints. At
the same time, prints in general are so
much fun and incredibly unique.
The key to purchasing prints, whether
they are floral, geometrical or animal, is
to keep it simple and in small amounts.
Color is also an important factor. Keep it
young with lighter hues and avoid looking dowdy with contemporary styles. In
addition, make sure you balance the
busyness of a print with a neutral-colored item.
Walking around Newbury Street and
finding affordable prints was difficult but
certainly feasible. Here are some of my
favorite picks.
Banana Republic’s swing dress ($98.00),
with its sky and cobalt blue flowers,
is perfect on any skin tone and figure.
Hitting above the knee, you could play
with the volume of the dress by cinching the waist with a thick leather belt,
balancing the puffed elbow sleeves. Add
gladiator sandals and oversized sunnies
for a boho chic vibe (which is making a
comeback, by the way). Add Gap’s new
cropped trench coat in gargoyle taupe
($69.50), and you’ll be set for spring!
For me, H&M is an abbreviation for Hit
and Miss, but I was pleasantly surprised
this week. Their simple shirtdress ($24.90
at 100 Newbury St.), which basically is a
long tee, looked super mod with blocks
of black, orange and pink. I know this
isn’t exactly a print, per se, but it was so
cute that I needed to mention it. Imagine
wearing it out with huge, borderlinetacky earrings and black pumps. That
outfit would prepare you for your own
six-page spread in Elle.
Digging through the various racks, I
also found a china blue and white shift
tank ($19.90) in a fan pattern, giving off
a Japanese kimono vibe. The stiff cotton
fabric helps keep the shift shape of the
top. Balance the rigidity and vibrance up
top with a flowing, neutral skirt. Romance
and femininity are back for spring, so
accessorize with many thin necklaces
and charms or tie a sheer scarf around
your neck.
Scarves can serve multiple purposes: head wrap, neck scarf, obi belt, bag
decoration, arm sling, etc. Get several
fashionable spring looks with one scarf!
Best yet, since a scarf is an accessory, you
won’t drown your outfit in crazy prints.
The scarf could be your focal point. I
think Porter Grey’s silk scarf in zigzag
print ($87.50 at shopbop.com) is the
ideal length and width to wrap around
your head or waist. The strawberry and
ice-blue colors are just colorful enough
to satisfy the eye. Try tying it around the
waist with a black dress or knotting it
into a big bow around the neck with a
white button-down.
Prints, especially florals, are fickle
items in the closet. They can only match
with so many things. Let the print be the
focus of your outfit by keeping everything else relatively plain and basic.
When you’re out shopping, find prints
that express your personality. Just make
sure that you wear the print and the print
doesn’t wear you.

Lumay Wang is a freshman who has not
yet declared a major. She can be reached at
Lumay.Wang@tufts.edu.
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New MFA sculpture is much more than meets the eye
Boston’s Museum of Fine
Arts (MFA) recently purchased
and installed a sculpture by the
artist Josiah McElheney, titled
“Endlessly Reflecting 20thCentury Modernism,” into its
West Wing lobby. The piece,
located near the stairs going
down towards the cafeteria,
at first appears to be no more
than a mirage or a mistaken
perception. It is a box almost
entirely cased in highly reflective aluminum, so rather than
having a monumental presence, the sculpture melts into
the background and mirrors its
surroundings. Drawing closer
to the piece, viewers will see
a few windows into the box,
shelves filled with reflective
hand-blown glass vases.

This important accession
for the MFA comes after
McElheney’s
pieces
have
been installed at the Boston
Institute of Contemporary Art
and featured in museums like
the Museum of Modern Art in
New York City and the Aldrich
Museum of Contemporary Art
in Connecticut. McElheney has
been working to restore the
role of craft in contemporary
art throughout his career. He
uses traditional glass-blowing
and decorating techniques
along with the appropriation
and humor characteristic of
contemporary art.
In this piece, McElheney
mocks and pays respect to
minimalist-era modernism by
adapting and visually represent-

ing the concept of infinity: an
endlessly reflected reflection,
devoid of the hand of the artist, an unreachable ideal that
the sculptor has made physical. The sculpture pokes fun
at the seamless, perfect vision
of modernism supported by
critics like Clement Greenberg
and artists like David Smith.
Josiah McElheney’s “Endlessly
Reflecting
20th-Century
Modernism” will remain on
view for an as-yet-undetermined length of time. To see
this piece is not only to see
the work of a fantastic artist
but also to get a look behind
the MFA’s collecting process
and choices.
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The Black Crowes’ latest stays
true to its revivalist rock label
CROWES

continued from page 5

well accented by Dickinson’s
slide guitar, and the storyline
that Chris Robinson unfolds
meshes extremely well with
his grave yet youthful voice.
Fittingly, the lyrics tell of a
young man who goes to make
his fortune in the West, saying,
“There’s gold in them hills/
I heard the man cry/ There’s
gold in them hills/ For the taking/ It’s a one-way ticket down

a river of lies/ There’s gold in
them hills/ If you make it.”
In the end, “Warpaint” fits
into the genre The Black Crowes
have been assigned: revivalist
rock. Nothing on the album is
shockingly new or different,
and none of the performers are
extraordinarily good at their
instruments, but on the whole,
the Crowes have put together a
solid blues/Southern/revivalist rock effort that is worthy of
at least one listen.

—by Kyle Chayka

‘Newlyweds’ bores with unoriginal characters
NEWLYWEDS

continued from page 5

quickly thereafter. In further
interviews, when each partner
is asked what physical feature
he or she likes best about his or
her partner, Toni manages only
a blank stare.
The Krashins, who have been
together since 1993 when they
were both in high school but
only recently wed, are the most
redeeming couple on the show.
They appear to be comfortable
with one another and their relationship and share a refreshingly self-deprecating perspective.
The Krashins seem the most
real, if only because they are not
as cloyingly lovey-dovey as the
other contestants.
When a sex therapist comes
to the house, things get slightly
more interesting. Each couple
is asked how often they think

they should be having sex per
week. The Bajwas, the arranged
marriage,
are
noticeably
uncomfortable discussing sexual matters in front of the other
couples (and, eventually, some
reality-television-loving portion of America). This couple
brings another welcome whiff
of fresh air to the show since
their story is at least interesting. The Bajwas’ reason is that
their parents want what is best
for them, so why shouldn’t parents strongly suggest a spouse?
Fair enough, but some of the
other couples are already suspicious of this untraditional (or
is it traditional?) wooing process, and there could be trouble
for the Bajwas down the road.
The episode provides intermittent interview segments
that look suspiciously like those
eHarmony.com commercials.

Standing in front of a white
backdrop, each couple gushes
about each other — how they
met, how he proposed. These
interviews are a pretty good
indicator of the tone of the
show.
Though it is cheesy and stale,
it is at least good-natured.
Editors of this show, unlike other
challenge-based reality shows,
are not trying to make scheming monsters out of the contestants. The fact that this is the
best that can be said of a show
indicates how low our expectations of television programming have become. Worse still
is that without the plotting and
scheming we’ve come to expect
from shows of this nature, “Here
Come the Newlyweds” is as dull
as an hour-long online-dating
commercial hosted by a poor
man’s Chuck Woolery.

swampland.com

The band’s frontmen bond over their hippie-chic style.

Top five albums
The following are the top five
albums played by the DJs at WMFO
during the past seven days.

5

Scarecrow Collection: “Radio
Frequency Disaster”
Harmonized, 2007

amazon.com

4

Feist: “The Reminder”
Cherry Tree, 2007

amazon.com

3

Dusty Springfield: “Dusty in
Memphis”
Rhino, 1969

amazon.com

2

Beware the Haberdash:
“Sewingbox”
Xexex, 2005

amazon.com

1

The Beatles: “Abbey Road”
Capitol, 1969

amazon.com
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OPEC Decision Could Cause Soaring Price of
Further Gas Price Increases Soft Commodities
Fuel In�ationary
Oil Producers Hope to Maintain Price Levels despite
Chorus of Calls for Production Increases
Fears
Aaron Korenewsky
TFG Journalist

The Organization of
Petroleum
Exporting
Countries, or OPEC, is
to convene in Austria to
discuss the situation revolving around crude oil
output. The meeting set
to be held March 5th, will
decide whether or not the
amount of production will
be ampli�ed as the United
States calls upon OPEC
to increase export rates.
However OPEC’s member states such as Venezuela are prompting for
production to be kept as
is, or even as some desire
to be cut. With the lamentations of impending
American recession and
the ever weakening US
Dollar, OPEC may disregard American prompts to
cut back levels of oil production to increase pro�t.
One of the main opponents of an increase in
production is Venezuela,
who currently is in the
process of a legal battle
with Exxon Mobil over
control of production sites.
This case may also come
under review by OPEC at
the March 5th meeting.
To Venezuelan president
Hugo Chávez and other
OPEC of�cials maintaining the current production rates or decreasing

them will keep the cartel’s pro�ts hopefully high
into the summer months
where often in the United States and Western
Europe demand lessens.
The calls by the United
States for increased production also echoes for
OPEC the situation in
1997 in the face of the
East Asian Financial Crisis, where oil prices fell to
around $10 a barrel due
to a poorly timed increase
in production rates. While
this is being taken into account, high prices as other
OPEC members consider
will cause a decrease in
oil demand, causing prices to fall. Questions as to
how high the price of oil
can rise before it begins to
curb American consumption are on the minds of
OPEC of�cials. OPEC’s
focus for the March 5th
meeting is to thus decide
whether or not efforts to
retain high prices will
cause demand to suffer.
OPEC’s decision however is not the situation
that has kept oil prices
around or above $100 a
barrel these past weeks.
While oil prices seemed
to be decreasing due to
sluggish demand and the
results of American crude
oil inventory reports from
the U.S Department of
Energy around the 28th

of February, militant attacks on the Brass River
production area in Nigeria caused a reduction in
output by 50,000 barrels
which caused stocks to
rise. Along with militant
attacks came a mud slide
that damaged a major
PetroEcuador
pipeline
in the Andes after heavy
rains. As well an explosion disrupted and caused
structural damage to a
UK terminal in the North
Sea that caused British oil
prices to jump 20% in afterhours trading. However,
investors see the meeting
on the 5th as the most signi�cant indicator as how
to treat oil investment.
While the U.S has said
increased production will
aid in attempts to relieve
the effects of the impending recession on the American economy, OPEC’s
decision has the ability
to stagnant or aggravate
the situation. While the
of�cial statement on increased production may
come out positive for the
U.S, efforts to cut back
production by some members have begun. American pressure on OPEC
has so far not effectively
challenged the stance of
stagnating or rolling back
production, which will
easily place prices above
their record $100 highs.

FINANCIAL REVIEW

Convergence of Factors Leads to
Commoditiy Price Hikes
Alex Grzymala
TFG Journalist

With all this talk about
booming commodities markets, have you stopped to
wonder what commodity’s
price has skyrocketed the
highest in the past year?
To the surprise of many,
it hasn’t been gold or oil,
but soft commodities such
as wheat, oats, corn, barley, etc. According to Eric
Roseman, investment director at The Sovereign
Society, since February
2007 wheat has shot up
129%, while corn has risen 34%. Oats and barley
have seen increases of
61% and 71% respectively.
There are two main factors, in my opinion, contributing to this extraordinarily high surge in
grain prices, the �rst and
foremost being supply and
demand. Over the past
year or two, grain yields
have been extremely poor
in many countries around
the world including Argentina, Canada, Australia, Russia, and Ukraine.
This is due to somewhat of
a global drought, and has
left every country with the
exception of the United
States with a net grain deficit, according to Eric Roseman. Global stockpiles of
wheat are also at a 60-year
low, and can only currently hold for 50 days, says
Martin D. Weiss, chairman of the Weiss Group,
Inc. This is surely lighting
a �re under grain prices.
In addition to a shrinking supply of grain, we are
seeing record increases in
demand. This is a result
of the double-digit growth
of GDP in India and China. These two countries
are home to 2.4 billion
people, roughly two �fths
of the world population.
Many who had been living
in subsistence have seen
their incomes increase

tremendously, which has
led them to consume more
food. This shift in diet
is causing a fundamental shift in global supply and demand, and has
had a strong in�uence on
the commodities market,
boosting not only grain
prices, but also others such
as oil and precious metals.
The second, and longerterm catalyst driving the
soft commodities boom is
the worldwide push to develop alternative forms of
energy. Biofuels have become increasingly popular,
and are derived from products such as corn. According to Joshua Boak of the
Chicago Tribune, analysts
at the International Food
Policy Research Institute
in Washington, DC predict
the price of corn could increase by as much as 72%
over the next dozen years
due to the increasing use
of Biofuels in the economy.
Although this boom has
greased the pockets of
many investors involved
with commodity trading, it is putting upward
pressure on prices in this
country at a time when
we need it the least. With
these soaring commodity
prices, the inputs for products ranging from oatmeal
to beer are rising as well.
This is translating into
higher prices for these
goods, and higher prices at
the checkout lanes for millions of Americans when
they go food shopping.
According to a recent annual USDA agricultural
outlook forum, the price
of food increased 4% in
2007, and is projected to
rise 3.8-4.0% in 2008. As
I mentioned in last week’s
article, in�ation has started to rear its ugly head.
These high prices are fueling in�ation and making
it dif�cult to combat the
recession many analysts
say we are already in.
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Bernanke Testimony Outlines
Depressed Projections
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke’s face
has been plastered all
over front pages again after another trip to Capitol
Hill last Wednesday. In
his Semiannual Monetary
Policy Report to Congress
before the House Committee on Financial Services,
Bernanke set out to review recent economic developments and to present
the Fed’s projections for
the not-so-distant future.
The Chairman began
by re�ecting on the wellknown struggles of the US
economy due to, among
other things, the contracting housing market and
tightening credit markets. Bernanke told the
committee that some distressing signs, including a
falling GDP growth rate,
were causes for concern
at the Fed. The Federal
Open Market Committee
(FOMC) recently released
its economic projections,
showing only a central tendency of 1.3 to 2.0 percent
growth in GDP for 2008.
Bernanke iterated the
highly visible presence of
downside risks, including
a more rapid deterioration of the housing market
and/or more tightening of
the credit markets, which
would cause lower growth.
Despite the depressing and
sluggish outlook for GDP
in the short to intermediate term, Bernanke stated

that by 2010 the rate of
GDP growth is projected
to return to, or exceed, its
long-term rate. Bernanke
cited “the effects of policy
stimulus and an anticipated moderation of the
contraction in housing and
the strains in �nancial and
credit markets” as reasons
for improved long-term
prospects for GDP growth.
Although the Fed cares
deeply about the sluggish
outlook for GDP growth,
Bernanke told the committee that the Fed would
ensure its “monetary policy is properly calibrated to
foster our mandated objectives of maximum employment and price stability.”
On the in�ation front,
Bernanke �rst informed
the committee about in�ation during 2007. The
price index for personal
consumption expenditures
(PCE) rose nearly 79%
in 2007, reaching 3.4%
over the course of the 12
months. However, core
PCE-in�ation excluding
energy and food, increased
to 2.1 percent, which was
slightly lower than 2006.
Bernanke testi�ed that
the Fed was closely monitoring in�ation and in�ation expectations for 2008
and cited many factors
that could in�uence the
level of in�ation. Based
on the FOMC projections,
Bernanke said core PCE
in�ation was expected
to fall between 2.0% and
2.2% for 2008 and to range
from 1.5% to 2.0% for 2010.

Wall & Professor Continued From Top of page...
tagon has sent overseas in
a time when our economy
can use every bit of stimulus we can afford. In Sen.
Murray’s words, “Instead
of securing the American
economy and our military
while we are at war, we
are creating a European
economic stimulus plan.”
I can understand the importance of trans-Atlantic
defense cooperation between the United States
and its allies in Europe,
many of whom are valuable and loyal allies in
both of our concurrent
wars overseas. But at the

same time, I would argue
that the Pentagon should
have weighed the cost of
those 11,000 jobs against
those extra 7,000 gallons and 30 passengers.
Furthermore, given the
importance of this contract, it seems counter intuitive that the Air Force
would choose to employ
the airplane manufacturer that only recently
delivered their heralded
A-380 jumbo jet, a full
three years later and $5
billion more expensive
than initially promised.
Unfortunately, at this point
the decision has been made
and it doesn’t seem likely

Brad Dreisbach
TFR Journalist
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The chairman noted in�ation could deviate from
these projections because
of downside risks, including “slower-than-expected
global growth,” or upside
risks, namely further increases in energy and commodity prices. Because
of this uncertainty, Bernanke told the House that
the Federal Reserve would
carefully track in�ation
and in�ation expectations.
Next, Bernanke brie�y
discussed unemployment
and the FOMC projections
of future unemployment
rates. The U.S. Department of Labor reported in
January that the current
unemployment rate stands
at 4.9%, roughly the Fed’s
determined “natural rate”
of unemployment. Bernanke told the committee the
FOMC projection of a 5.2%
to 5.3% range at the end
of 2008, up from a 4.75%
projection in July. Furthermore, the projection
for 2010 was 5%, meaning that for the next three
years, the projected level
of unemployment will be
higher than the “natural
rate.” While this may help
curb in�ation, as some
economists would claim by
citing Okun’s law, the unnaturally high unemployment re�ects the current
economic crisis in the U.S.
Chairman Bernanke concluded by saying the Fed
“will act in a timely manner as needed to support growth and to provide adequate insurance
against downside risks.”
that it can be reversed
without �rst causing signi�cant delays in the program. Movements in Congress to alter the Air Force
budget as a result of this
decision would be nothing more than a political
maneuver that wouldn’t
bene�t anyone Given that
the Pentagon believes that
that the replacement of
the current KC-135 �eet
is desperately needed, the
most responsible thing
to do from here is accept
the deal and move on.
Sometimes things go your
way, this time it didn’t.

FINANCIAL REVIEW

Wall & Professor
Chris Cerrone
Senior Analyst

Last week, in a surprising and highly controversial
move,
the
United States Air Force
announced their decision
to accept the bid of a U.S.European consortium for
a contract for 179 aerial
refueling tankers, worth
an estimated $40 billion.
It had been widely publicized that the consortium,
led by Northrop Grumman
(NOC) and Airbus’ FrancoGerman parent company
EADS (EAD NV), had
submitted a bid for the
contract but most expected that Boeing (BA), the
manufacturer of the current �eet of aging KC-135
refueling tankers, would
be awarded the contract.
According to statements
made by the Pentagon, the
principle reason for the Air
Force’s decision to accept
the Northop/EADS bid is
that their proposed refueling plane would allegedly carry 37,000 gallons
of jet fuel and 220 people,
7,000 gallons and 30 people more than Boeing’s
modi�ed 767 could carry.
My question is at what
cost in American jobs and
American-based company
pro�ts has the Air Force
obtained this extra fuel

and passenger capacity?
By hiring European-based
EADS as the principle subcontractor, the Pentagon
inevitably sent thousands
of jobs and billions of dollars overseas. Senator
Patty Murray, Democratic
senator from Washington,
speaking from the Senate
�oor predicted that over
44,000 jobs would have
been supported on Boeing’s 767 tanker assembly line as a direct result
of this contract. Instead,
Boeing of�cials have hinted that the loss of this
contract will likely hasten
the complete shutdown of
that assembly line, which
has been struggling with
a decline in orders for the
older model airplane. “By
awarding this contract
to Airbus, the U.S. government is leading those
jobs to the guillotine.”
Airbus, meanwhile, has
countered that the Air
Force’s decision to award
them the contract will support an estimated 23,000
jobs in 49 states and distributed across 230 American-based
companies.
Further, they point to that
fact that they are planning
to conduct the �nal assembly of the tankers in Mobile, Alabama instead of in
France. Nevertheless, this
is 11,000 jobs that the Pen-
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EDITORIAL

Students’ safety should be a constant focus
Yet another robbery occurring in the
downhill Powderhouse Blvd. vicinity
should make the entire Tufts community — students, administration and
police alike — take note. Friday morning’s incident is the fourth off-campus
armed robbery of Tufts students this
school year and the second at the
intersection of Powderhouse Blvd. and
Packard Ave.
While the blame for any crime, be
it sexual assault or robbery, always
lies with the perpetrator, there is no
reason Tufts and its students can’t take
precautions to help prevent such incidents from happening again.
After the spree of sexual assaults last
spring, students made their own safety
a top priority. Rather than walking
alone at night, they walked in groups,
carpooled or utilized the police escort
service.
Unfortunately, when the attacks
stopped, so did the cautious behavior. Many students now seem to have
regressed to the same carefree attitude

regarding late-night (or early-morning) safety. The series of armed robberies, however, should be enough to
prod students into a heightened safety
mode, which would hopefully continue even after any robberies stopped
occurring.
We should not wait until crime
occurs to be more alert; rather, raised
awareness and safe behavior should be
the standard, which would help to prevent further crimes from occurring.
This is a message that can resonate with the Tufts University Police
Department as well as with students.
The heightened police presence off
campus last spring, especially in areas
where sexual assaults had occurred,
undoubtedly helped to curb crime.
A similar increase in patrols of the
Powderhouse Blvd. area would certainly serve the same purpose — and would
be much appreciated by students.
In addition, information is one of
the most powerful tools that TUPD can
use to influence student behavior. Had

students been aware of the potentially
sexual nature of Friday morning’s robbery, many more would have taken
safety precautions over the weekend.
Public Safety should be congratulated
for its rapid dissemination of the alert
from Friday, and the more details given
in such reports, the more students will
pay attention.
Alerts from Somerville would also
be helpful in raising safety awareness.
Last spring, many students were not
aware of the multiple rapes occurring
in Somerville until they happened to
Tufts students.
The same principle applies for robberies: After the Dec. 18 robbery at
gunpoint, the news that two more incidents had occurred to non-Tufts students came out. Knowing this sort of
information beforehand will help to
make students more cognizant of their
potentially risky behaviors.
With a combined effort from students
and police, we can hopefully prevent
any more such crimes from occurring.

nitude should be widely distributed
and advertised for. I have talked with
many (read: at least 15) of my friends
who I think would have made excellent cantidates for the award, and
not a single one of them was aware of
the process or how it worked. When I
finally got around to digging a little
deeper to try and find out a bit more,
the deadline for applications was
three months dead. If this is a competition for our class, why was our class
not notified?
And lastly, where was the competition? We’re talking about one of our
peers being chosen to represent our
class. Apparently there were speaking
competitions and other functions that
I personally would have loved to either
attend or be a part of. How much fun
would that have been, to support your
friends in a lively speaking debate?
Maybe I’m just overreacting. But
between Meredith Vieira and Pryor,
I’m just feeling a bit detached from my
class, and that makes me sad.

To the editor:
 	 The Fourth Annual Emerging
Black Leaders Symposium, held this
Saturday, was a rich and superbly run
event. Jennifer Bailey and her outstanding crew did a wonderful job of
putting together a packed and powerful day.
Some of it was just plain-old good
information, some of it was very emotionally heavy; all of it needed to be
heard.
This is the second time this year I’ve
been on campus to attend a studentrun program. The first was the Health
Disparities and Higher Education
Symposium in the fall. The quality of
both of these events speaks to a level of
social maturity, compassion and technical organizing skills that should be a
model for those of us in the off-campus
world, and for Tufts faculty and administrators as well.
Thanks for showing us the way. I’m
looking forward to next year.

LOUIS COPPOLA
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Letters to the Editor
To the editor:
Let me begin with a disclaimer. I
have absolutely nothing against any of
the finalists or the winner of this year’s
Wendell Phillips Award award — from
Harsha Dronamraju’s beaming face on
stage during the Culture Show, to Anna
Gollub’s dedication to her thesis and
research, to Alex Pryor’s constant presence in the campus center and our
student government, these individuals
are worthy contestants and valuable
members of our class and community.
But I personally am very disappointed in the process. We have only one
student speaker at our Baccalaureate
ceremony, arguably one of the highest
honors for a student. Congratulations
to Alex again and the rest of the finalists, and now for my issues with the
“process.”
First, (sorry Jessica Snow) why would
we potentially have a junior speaking
at our graduation? I cannot imagine a
more inappropriate occurrence. Yes, I
love everyone at Tufts, but my class is
my class. I’m really not sure if I need to
explain this any further.
Second, a competition of this mag-

EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials that appear on this page are written by the Editorial Page editors,
and individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and
graphics does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Tufts Daily editorial board.

Jesse Gossett
Class of 2008

Alex Pirie
Coordinator
Immigrant Service Providers Group

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 4 p.m. and should be handed
into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com. All letters must be word processed and
include the writer’s name and telephone number. There is a 350-word limit and letters must
be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy is subject
to the approval of the Editor-in-Chief, Executive Board
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Op-Ed

Off the Hill | University of South Florida

Industry must adapt to defend against piracy
by Jason

Olivero

The Oracle

Digital piracy abounds. The
record labels throw grandmothers in jail, the University of South
Florida cracks down on file sharing and lots of noise comes from
the media, but who cares, right?
Here is the problem with digital piracy: money.
People who produce the
works that many enjoy and
steal need to eat, pay bills and
keep a roof over their heads.
When you grab a movie or song
and the creators of that item go
unpaid, they can’t afford those
bills. They change jobs and you
don’t get that follow-up album
or movie sequel. In time, whole
industries could melt down —
unless they adapt.
Media outlets get little support from the consumer community. In 2000, Metallica killed
Napster, leading to the creation
of a new, crippled and underused Napster and an explosion
of free competitors such as Bit
Torrent. Heavy-handed moves
like this can give downloaders a feeling of pride in fighting
the power. Who didn’t illegally
download some Metallica tracks
after the band killed Napster,
just to prove a point?
The media asks consumers
to eliminate their consumption
of pirated materials so they can
focus on the deeper piracy threats
of mass production outfits. Some
tactics used to combat piracy —
such as the recent targeting of
college campuses — come off as
oppressive and uneven.
Some lead to public relations
nightmares, such as in 2004,
when the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA)
took a woman to court because
her 13-year-old daughter may
have illegally participated in file
sharing. The suit was thrown out,
but not before giving the RIAA a
reputation in some circles akin to
that of the KGB.
Because of piracy’s prevalence,
the fight against it holds little
prospect for success. Instead, the
time has come for media industries to develop new streams of
revenue — or bulk up old ones.
The music industry has been

at the forefront of this battle. The
record labels represented by the
RIAA feel deeply threatened by
advances in technology.
However, some bands have
taken matters into their own
hands.
When
Radiohead
released its latest album, “In
Rainbows,” (2007) the digital download price was set by
the buyer. Bands make some
money by licensing products,
but ultimately a musical experience needs to be experienced in person. The bands
that thrive in the future will be
the ones that can put on consistently fantastic shows.
The movie industry fears piracy at least as much as the record
labels do. Obviously, a bootleg
copy will often contain serious
flaws and be of poor quality, but
you can’t beat the price.
Piracy also greatly affects DVD
sales. Filmmakers have some
options to overcome this. They
can bundle items into their DVD
sets, offer licensed products or
include keys to unlock Internet
bonus features.
The studios can also use
sponsors. A powerful example
of this practice can be seen in
“Transformers” (2007). The product placement for General Motors
hit some people over the head,
but it is going to be a fact of life for
the media of the future.
TV can use in-frame commercialization as well. The next time you
watch a show and someone pours
a drink, watch for the label. This
kind of placement makes sense for
advertisers because viewers will not
TiVo past it and pirated copies only
duplicate the advertisement.
Another option for the future
is private funding. “Star Trek”
fans have a reputation for
extreme loyalty. When the last
“Star Trek” series, “Enterprise,”
was in its final season, fans raised
more than $60,000 to support
the show, ostensibly offering to
pay for future seasons. A studio policy banned this kind of
funding, so the money went to
charity. However, future producers may go directly to the fans for
support, in a model that might
look very similar to that of public
radio and television.
Fan-based donations could

Off the Hill | UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

by Sarah

Devlin

Arizona Daily Wildcat

Before the advent of public education,
most people, male or female, grew up with
little or no formal education. As more families sent their male children to school,
popular wisdom cautioned against educating their female siblings, as it would
prove an unnecessary distraction. In recent
years, however, a movement has emerged
that encourages separation of the sexes
for both male and female benefit, and this
time the argument is centered on a more
complicated subject: the brain. Proponents
of single-sex education believe that subtle
differences in brain make-up and chemistry make coed education both a hormonal
mess and a legitimate hindrance to both
genders’ success.
Test scores and anecdotal evidence
seem to support this conclusion — a study
at Stetson University in Florida comparing single-sex and coed classes found that
both sexes scored significantly higher on
the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test
(the Floridian equivalent of Arizona’s AIMS
test). Not only does many students’ proficiency on exams improve in single-sex
classrooms, but those students are actually
more likely to study subjects that cross ste-

TIEN TIEN/TUFTS DAILY

keep many shows on the air.
The better the show and more
rabid the fan base, the more
financial support it could garner. Programs such as the scifi fan favorite “Firefly” would
certainly have survived if fans
could have played a greater role

in supporting them.
Writers will likely have the
hardest time in the new economy. Writing has no performance element and few licensing options. In text, product
placements would probably feel
awkward and pay little to the

author. All a writer can do is
hope for the best — and if that
doesn’t work, they can write
some killer screenplays.
The entertainment industry
needs to re-examine its attack
on piracy, and, ultimately, learn
to adapt.

No boys and girls allowed
reotypical educational boundaries. Girls are
more likely to take on advanced math and
science courses, while boys are two times as
likely to explore foreign languages and the
arts. Single-sex education has also proved
particularly effective among poor, minority students — a welcome change from the
ineffectual No Child Left Behind program,
which has failed to narrow that gap.
With so many positive results, why not
forge ahead and create more single-sex programs across the country? Unfortunately,
viewing single-sex classrooms as an educational Band-Aid is more problematic than it
appears at the outset.
The kind of biological determinism used
to justify sex education turns these programs from a neat, effective solution into an
ideology that is more limiting than liberating. The same principle is at work here as
in those ubiquitous sex-difference studies
about adults — women talk more than men
because of differences in brain chemistry;
men can’t ask for directions because they
are evolutionarily hardwired not to, and
so on. These studies are seductive because
they confirm behaviors that we witness day
to day. But is it really a step forward to start
treating men and women as animals ruled
by their neurons?
Many recent studies suggest that these

structural differences might necessitate
different educational approaches for both
sexes. Using this information to create an
entire educational philosophy, however,
neglects other important factors. Elizabeth
Weil, in a March 2 the New York Times profile on single-sex education, suggests that
the difference in performance lies in the
proactive approach of parents and teachers who choose single-sex education — a
choice that reflects a higher degree of motivation and involvement in a child’s education. This factor also goes a long way toward
explaining the greater efficacy of single-sex
education among underprivileged students,
as it reflects a greater willingness on the part
of parents and teachers to invest in those
students’ success.
The same phenomenon is visible in the
choice of university: The Young Women’s
Leadership School in East Harlem and
Wellesley College both boast many successful
alumni. Both schools are highly selective, and
each takes students from very different educational and socioeconomic backgrounds.
The common denominator for the success of
both schools could be their single-sex classrooms, but it probably has a great deal more
to do with the motivation and ambition of the
individual students.
Sex-difference research shouldn’t be writ-

ten off as irrelevant, but when applied to public education, it is limiting in the exact areas
in which it purports to offer students more
freedom. Imagine the University of Arizona
deciding to use sex-difference studies to maximize the potential for success of both male
and female students. As such, males would
no longer be permitted to major in English,
because the long hours of reading would not
meet their need for physical, active learning,
while women would be discouraged from
majoring in architecture, as their spatial skills
are inferior to those of men. Sex-difference
research makes the fatal assumption that all
females and all males conform to expected
gender behaviors — and when they’re applied
to public education, those solutions work for
some and leave many others feeling left out.
It’s easy to become enamored with an idea
that seems so simple, but packs such a punch
in improving public education. Sex-difference
research presents a compelling case for
single-sex education, but leaves out the big
picture — parents, teachers and students
themselves, whose motivation and engagement ultimately play a greater role in their
education than brain chemistry, and as such
should be accorded greater respect. Biology
isn’t always destiny, and schools should keep
that notion out of their classrooms, no matter
who is in them.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of the Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Op-Ed welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles
on campus, national and international issues should be 800 to 1,200 words in length. Editorial cartoons and Op-Eds in the form of cartoons are also welcome. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to
appear in the Tufts Daily. All material should be submitted by no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material must be submitted via e-mail (oped@tuftsdaily.com) attached in .doc or .docx format.
Questions and concerns should be directed to the Op-Ed editors. The opinions expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Tufts Daily itself.
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Married to the Sea 							

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Five days left!

Late Night at the Daily
Solution to Friday's puzzle

Matt: “Hey Ross, do you want chicken on your Bangkok [burrito]?”
Ross: “Matt, that’s the sexiest thing you’ve ever said to me.”
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Housing

STOP THROWING YOUR MONEY
AWAY!
Why rent when you can own.
Fantastic 2 bed condo gut renovated. Brand New Everything with off
street parking. ONLY $269,000. 20
Hicks Ave Med. call Alissa 617 733
6064 alissasiracusa@remax.net
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apartment
Amazing Location - 2 Blocks
to Tufts, Newly Renovated,
Stunningly Beautiful. Huge Sunny
Rooms, 2 New Bathrooms, New
Hardwood Floors, New Designer
Windows. New: Heating, Electric,
Kitchen. Parking negotiable.
Available 09/01/08.$2400. No Fees.
Please call (781) 396-4675.
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
Both Beautiful Apartments have
been completely refinished. Entire
House Rebuilt. Great Location
close to Main Campus. Parking
Option available. Rental available
09/01/08. $1,800 & $2,200. No
Fees. Please call (781) 526-8471.
Thanks!!
3 Bedroom Stunning Apartment
This Beautiful Apartment has been
completely refinished. 14 foot
Cathedral ceilings, glass blocks in
walls, huge windows, French door,
awesome angles; like something
in “Home & Garden Magazine.”
Great Location 1.5 blocks to Main
Campus. Parking option available. Rental available 09/01/08.
$1,900. No fees. Please call (781)
526-8471

Housing
4 Bedroom Apartment
Two great four bedrooms to choose
from - Right next to school. Two
four bedrooms in one two family
house. Can be used as 8 bedroom
whole house. 617-448-6233
3 Bedroom Apartment
Five minute walk to school. Very
large 1st floor two family house
- Two baths, large den. Free offstreet parking. Great place. 617448-6233.
4 Bed, 2 Bath, Pkg for 3
Spacious 4 bedroom 2 level apt on
the 2nd floor of a 2 family home.
Located near the TUFTS gymnasium off of College Ave on Pearl
St. Modern, full eat-in kitchen, 2
full baths, laundry in basement,
front& rear sunny porches, hardwood floors throughout and parking for 3 cars!! Subletting ok for
the summer months. $2400, June
1st rental for a 1 yr lease, first &
last months required. No Realtor
fee!! Call 781-983-6398 or cyndie@
hotmail.com
3 Bedroom Apartments
From $1785 / Month, Call (781)
863-0440. Modern 3 bedroom
apartments next to Tufts; New
Washer & Dryer; Newly refinished
hardwood floors; New windows
throughout; Modern kitchens and
baths, garages available, front &
rear porches, no fees.

Sports
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Housing

4 Bedrooms-MASON STREET
Walk to campus. Across from
South Hall. 4 bedroom apartment
with fully applianced eat-in kitchen
& tile bath. Hardwood floors
throughout. Washer/Dryer in
basement. $2,450. Available June
1. Call Angela@ 617-670-2550 or
e-mail: angelam@kssrealtypartners.com

5 Bedroom Apartment
Bowdoin St, close to Sci Tech, 5
Br 2 Ba, new dishwasher, fridge,
free laundry in unit. Hardwood
floors, 1 off-street pk space, lg
EIK, $2800/mo, avail 6/1, first and
last required, email Miriam and
Derek (miriam.marx@tufts.edu,
derekyim@gmail.com).

Apartment for Rent
FURNISHED apartments 3-bedroom, eat-in kitchen, quiet street
(Greenleaf), short walk to campus,
large sunny rooms, newer appliances, washer/dryer, porch, plenty
of street parking (permit NOT
required). $1410/month and $1500/
month. June 1. Ed at (617)3598216 apts4rent1@yahoo.com
2 Bedroom Apartment
REVAMPED: $1300/mo. Fresh
paint and flooring, brand new
kitchen appliances. Spacious living room, full kitchen, 1 bath. Just
off campus. Free laundry, parking
spaces. Spring semester 2009.
Contact Katie (847) 275-0696,
katherine.rosen@tufts.edu
Two Apartments for Rent
One 5 Bedroom Apartment, One
4 Bedroom Apartment. Walking
distance from Tufts University. 62
Powderhouse Blvd. Somervile,
MA. Call Charlie @ 781-646-7434 if
interested.

Housing

Large 3 Bedroom Apartment
Large sunny apartment Boston
Ave. 6 big rooms, 2 porches, hardwood floors, eat-in kitchen, living
room, and dinning room. Great
storage. Off street parking for 3
cars. W/D in basement. $1800/mo
plus utilities. Call 781-956-5868
3 Bedroom Apartment
Huge funky 3 bedroom, 7 room
apartment in Victorian house.
Dishwasher, Storage, W/D in basement. Decks, great light, hardwood
floors. Nice kitchens. Studio. Call
Rick for further details. $2200/mo.
781-956-5868
3 Bedroom Apartment
3 Bedroom apartment for rent
starting June 1. Very close to
school. Washer, dryer, dishwasher.
For information call Danny (781)
396-0303.

Services

Four Bedroom Apartment
Very nice 4 br. apartment, corner
house. Best location, right at Tufts.
Apt. has 4 br., kitchen, living room,
dining room, bath & den with parking. Available June 1st at $2000/
month. Great location. Call 781259-7102 or 781-856-3423.

Pilates Class
Strong core and toned body =
Pilates at Mind In Motion! The studio is within walking distance from
Tufts’ campus. Student discount
available. Visit www.mimpilates.
com or call 781.391.8883 for
details. Train with the best!

Furnished Apartment
FURNISHED, 5-bedroom apartment on College Ave, short walk
to campus and Davis Sq., newer
appliances, updated kitchen, large
rooms, porch, plenty of off-street
parking, near laundromat, restaurants, food stores. 2750/month.
Available June 1. Ed (617)359-8216
or apts4rent1@yahoo.com

Wanted
Got sperm??
$$ Got Sperm $$ --Cambridge.
Up to $1100 /month. Healthy MEN,
wanted for California Cryobank
sperm donor program.
APPLY ONLINE: www.spermbank.
com

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apartment
Amazing Location - 2 Blocks to
Tufts, Newly Renovated, Stunningly
Beautiful. Huge Sunny Rooms, 2
New Bathrooms, New Hardwood
Floors, New Designer Windows.
New: Heating, Electric, Kitchen.
Parking negotiable. Available
09/01/08. $1,800. No fees. Please
call (781) 396-4675.

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Jumbos outlast Wheaton in first-round game
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
continued from page 20

Laura Schultz/Tufts Daily

Freshman point guard Colleen Hart came up with clutch free throws down the
stretch to ice the women’s basketball team’s first-round NCAA Tournament win
over Wheaton Friday night. Hart averaged 10 points in the Jumbos’ two wins.

guard Stacy Filocco 2:35 later put
the game out of reach. As a whole,
Tufts was far more efficient offensively in the second half, shooting
46.2 percent from the floor, compared to 25.0 percent in the first.
“I think the key was that we calmed
down,” Miller said. “In the first half,
there were a lot of nerves because
of the atmosphere of playing in the
NCAA Tournament. I think people
were very jumpy — we had eight
turnovers at the half. We were playing
hard, but there’s not a lot you can do
to fight nerves. But after that run we
put together heading into halftime,
we knew we had the momentum,
and it just carried over.”
One week after being held scoreless in the team’s NESCAC title
game loss to Amherst, the Jumbos’
bench bounced back in a big way,
tallying 19 points, including 13 in
the second half. Miller led the way,
tying for a game-high with nine
points while also chipping in four
rebounds and two assists. Filocco
put together one of her best performances of the season, contributing
six big points in eight minutes.
The across-the-board production was a welcome sign for
Tufts, which had grown increasingly reliant on senior co-captain
and NESCAC Player of the Year
Khalilah Ummah over the last
month. Coming into the game,

NCAA Tournament | Amherst men, women both
reach Sweet Sixteen
	Aside from the Tufts women, six other
NESCAC teams appeared in the Div. III
men’s and women’s basketball NCAA
Tournaments over the weekend. Of all
NESCAC schools involved, only Amherst
will be sending both its men’s and women’s teams to the Sweet Sixteen next
weekend.
	The Jeffs women very nearly didn’t
make it, however, barely surviving a second-round matchup against conference
rival Bowdoin, 61-60, Saturday night in
Bridgewater, Mass. The contest was a
rematch of the NESCAC semifinals, a
game that Amherst won 72-61.
	The Jeffs can thank the leadership
and drive of senior tri-captain Shaina
Pollack for their victory. The first team
All-NESCAC guard scored a gamehigh 23 points, while also tallying
five assists, three rebounds and two
steals. Junior forward Yasmine Harik
also pulled in 11 rebounds, five offensive and six defensive.
	Friday, the Lord Jeffs will travel to the
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater to

face DePauw in their first-ever Sweet
Sixteen appearance.
While the women’s team eked out
its victory over Bowdoin to stay alive in
the tournament, the defending national
champion men’s team moved through
the second round with a little more ease,
taking John Jay by a final score of 96-74.
	The Lord Jeffs were led by senior leading scorer Fletcher Walters who notched
24 points in the game, as well as eight
rebounds, three blocks and two steals.
John Jay junior guard Godfrey Mascall
fought hard for the Bloodhounds, scoring
21 points, but in the end the Lord Jeffs’
offensive firepower was simply too much
to handle.
	Up next, Amherst will face Richard
Stockton on Friday at Plattsburgh State.
The Jeffs are the only NESCAC squad
remaining on the men’s side. Conference
champion Trinity, runner-up Bowdoin and
semifinalist Middlebury have all been
bounced from the tourney.
—by Philip Dear

Ummah had been the team’s
leading scorer in six of its previous seven contests and was virtually the lone source of offensive
production in last Sunday’s loss to
Amherst. Against Mount St. Mary,
however, nine different Jumbos
contributed points, and four were
within one field goal of reaching
double figures.
“I think lately we’ve been relying too much on K,” Berube said.
“She did a great job today, but the
balanced scoring was great to see.
I’m proud of the contributions
from everyone: Stacy off the bench,
Vanessa off the bench. And I’m
really pleased with the way Jenna
bounced back from last weekend.
So it was nice how we spread the
ball around so well.”
“We’re all happy with this particular win because it really felt like
a great team win,” Miller added.
“Everybody contributed, and everybody fit their roles perfectly. We
know that we’re a very deep team
and that on any given day, we have
many different players who can
contribute a bunch of points. Today,
everybody really did their part.”
The victory came on the heels
of a far less convincing showing
Friday night, when regional foe
Wheaton threatened Tufts with a
quick exit from its first-ever NCAA
Tournament appearance. The
Lyons, whom the Jumbos dispatched 61-36 on Jan. 22, put up

a much stronger fight this time
around, thanks in part to near-flawless shooting from the free-throw
line, where they converted on 17 of
their 20 attempts.
Trailing by as many as 14 in the
second half, Wheaton whittled the
deficit down to four with 1:18 left
to play. On Tufts’ next trip down the
floor, however, junior forward Katie
Tausanovitch grabbed a pair of
potentially game-saving offensive
rebounds before notching a putback layup that gave the Jumbos
a six-point advantage. Miller and
freshman point guard Colleen Hart
then iced the victory with three
clutch free throws in the final 30
seconds.
“I did think that the Wheaton that
played us at their place during the
year wasn’t really Wheaton,” Berube
said. “They’re a tough team. They
made plays, they hit shots, and they
showed a toughness about them
when they were down in the second
half. But we found a way to fight back
when we needed to by hitting some
big free throws down the stretch and
making some big plays.”
The weekend’s wins earned the
Jumbos a Sweet Sixteen showdown
against nationally-ranked No. 5
Mary Washington, the first top-10
opponent Tufts has met this season. The 2005-06 men’s squad is
the only other basketball team in
school history to have reached the
Sweet Sixteen.

Upsets shake up the Premier League
for superpowers like Manchester U.
SOCCER

continued from page 19

that had far less controversy than
Manchester United’s matchup.
Barnsley’s Kayode Odejayi knocked
in a header to lift his team to victory
in the 66th minute, leaving the Chelsea
squad open-mouthed and dumbstruck.
Chelsea spent the rest of the game battling hard for an equalizer. But it never
came, and Barnsley is in the semifinals
for the first time since 1912.
As if the FA Cup sixth round needed any more surprises, Championship
team Cardiff City defeated the Premier
League club Middlesbrough, 2-0,
making this weekend one that the
Premiership teams will want to forget.
Upsets like these make international
soccer what it is. It’s true that any team
in the Premiership has the potential to
beat any other, but no one could have
predicted that Man. U. and Chelsea,
two favorites to win the FA Cup, would
lose on the same day.

Moreover, three of the four
Championship teams in the tournament are still alive. There is a very good
chance that for the first time in over
20 years, a Championship team will
win the highest-class tournament in
Britain and one of the most important
competitions in Europe.
Upsets prove the necessity of heart
on the soccer field. On paper, teams
like Portsmouth, Barnsley and Cardiff
have no chance of defeating the top
teams. Consumed with the memory
of a 4-0 win over Arsenal in the fifth
round, Man. U. thought it could sail
its way to the final, especially since
Chelsea seemed to be the only real
threat. But some players like Ronaldo
cared more about how the game was
refereed than how it was played, and
Man. U.’s smooth sailing hit a tsunami.
This week’s results show the absence of
heart from the Premier League heroes
and an abundance of it in the lowerranked teams.
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LEC foe Eastern Connecticut coming up tomorrow for 1-0 lacrosse team
MEN’S LACROSSE

continued from page 20

We took care of the ball and
capitalized on our opportunities.”
Particularly encouraging for
Tufts was the impressive play
of freshman attackman D.J.
Hessler. In his collegiate debut,
Hessler scored four goals — one
in each quarter — and had two
assists to lead the Jumbos’ powerful offensive assault. The team
will need him to continue his
impressive play in the absence
of the injured junior attackman Clem McNally and senior
attackman Connor Ginsberg.
“D.J. did a phenomenal job,”
Merrigan said. “He made all the
right feeds and he played with
great vision. He’s made a great
transition to college lacrosse,
and I think he’s shown that
he’s ready and that he’s a contender.”
Tufts got off to a strong start,
scoring in the fifth minute of
the game on a goal by junior
attackman Peter Whitney. The
team never slowed, scoring
four more in the first quarter
to build up a commanding 5-0
lead. The offensive was impeccably balanced, as eight different Tufts players scored in the
game.
“There were a lot of strong
points for us early on,” senior
quad-captain Mike Cortese
said. “We started scoring goals
and we never let up. I think not
having to get off the bus after
a three-hour drive probably

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Junior Kevin Williams cradles the ball during the men’s lacrosse team’s season-opening 12-3 win over Skidmore
Saturday afternoon. The nationally ranked No. 9 Jumbos will next take the field tomorrow when they take on
Little East Conference foe Eastern Connecticut State.
helped us.”
“I think D.J.’s play was actually a microcosm of the entire
offense,” Merrigan added. “He
was one of many. This was a
team effort.”
Skidmore got on the board
early in the second quarter on
a man-up goal by sophomore
attackman Rob Lutin. However,
the Thoroughbreds failed to
score another goal until two

minutes remained in the fourth
quarter. Skidmore trailed 7-1 at
halftime.
Tufts’ dominance showed
clearly in the stat sheet. The
Jumbos launched 49 shots
compared with just 21 for the
Thoroughbreds. Tufts also
picked up 14 more ground balls
and won seven more faceoffs, a
key to possessing the ball and
controlling the clock.

“We did all of the little things
really well,” Merrigan said.
“We’re not riding the preseason
hype, so to speak. We’re still
playing like nobodies from
nowhere.”
With 10 seconds remaining
in the third quarter, junior midfielder Zach Sadoff gave Tufts
an 11-1 advantage when he
drove left, faked a left-handed
shot and then spun to his right

and fired a shot inside the near
post.
The Jumbos’ defense, led by
Merrigan, played an impressive game, forcing numerous
loose balls and overwhelming
Skidmore physically. Junior
goalie Matt Harrigan, a preseason All-American, made
seven saves and surrendered
only one goal in 55 minutes
of play, which came in a mandown situation.
Despite the harsh weather,
the game was actually a relatively clean affair, with just
three penalties committed in
total.
“It was a great early-season
New England game,” Merrigan
said. “Fortunately, we play a lot
of games like that, late in the
fall and early in the spring, so
we’re used to it.”
Next up for Tufts is a date
with another non-conference
opponent, Eastern Connecticut
State, tomorrow afternoon.
Even after Saturday’s convincing blowout, Tufts will not overlook the Warriors.
“They used to have a really
strong program, but they’ve
had a couple of down years,”
Cortese said. “But we’re not
looking past them, and we’re
not going to take them lightly.
Hopefully we can get the job
done.”
“They’re kind of like Skidmore
[in ‘06 and ‘07],” Merrigan
added. “They’re not ranked
highly, but they can sneak up
on you.”

Jumbos to work on doubles play as they prepare for Brandeis, MIT matches
MEN’S TENNIS

continued from page 20

That said, it was the failure to pick up
any of the three doubles matches that
remained foremost on the disappointed
minds of the Jumbos after the match.
“Whenever you lose all three doubles
in any match, it puts you in such a big
hole, and compounding that, our No. 5
singles player Jon Trott had the flu, so
[junior] Vinh [Tran] didn’t even know
until half an hour before the match
that he was playing in it,” senior captain Will Fleder said. “We can’t ever lose
three doubles again; it’s just not a hole
we want to put ourselves into. There’s
extremely little margin for error [after
that], even more so when we don’t have
our team totally healthy.”

“The doubles is going to
make the team or break the
team. If we get our doubles to
a level where we can win two
out of the three in every contest, then I think we have a
really good chance at beating
a lot of these teams because
of our depth in singles.”
Jake Fountain
sophomore
Fleder teamed up with sophomore
Daniel Landers at No. 1, falling 8-5 to
Colby senior captain Zach Schuman and
junior Nick Rosen-Wachs. Freshmen Jake
Fountain and Tony Carucci lost by the
same margin at the second spot, while
the duo of sophomore Bryan Wilner and
Tom Wilmanski were downed by a score
of 8-6.
“I was definitely disappointed,”
Fountain said. “I think that we are a
better team and just didn’t come out
and show everyone that we are. I was
disappointed a little bit in my doubles
performance as well; I should have done
a lot of things better, and if we had won
mine or any of the doubles matches, we
would have won the overall match.”
The Jumbos punched back after taking
the court for singles as Fleder, Fountain,
sophomore Andrew Rosen and Wilner

all cruised to straight-set victories in the
first, third, fourth and fifth singles slots,
respectively. Colby countered with a win
of its own as Schuman beat Carucci 6-4,
6-4 to even the overall match score at
four apiece, putting the pressure of the
whole match on No. 6 singles.
Tran fought hard coming into the lineup to address Trott’s absence, but Colby
freshman Michael Johnsen outlasted
him 7-6 (6), 4-6, 6-1 in three sets at No. 6
to end the contest in the Mules’ favor.
“Vinh just didn’t win the big points,”
Fleder said. “Against good players, you
need to take advantage of the few opportunities you’re given. Vinh had two break
points in the first game of the third set,
and he had a break point in the third
game of the third set after he held; either
one of those breaks would have continued his momentum big time.”
“I got to give a lot of credit to both Vinh
and his opponent, they both played really well,” Fountain added. “Vinh struck
the ball really well and had to keep moving a lot, and made the other guy work
for the match, so I was really proud of
Vinh for that. I agree that on some of the
bigger points he might have gotten a little tight, or the opponent came up with
a good shot, but I think that it was just
a great battle for sure. Even though the
last set was 6-1, the games went to deuce
a lot. Both teams had their chances, I
guess Michael from the other team just
capitalized on more of them.”
Although surrendering such a close
match to an arguably weaker team
proved tough for the squad, the loss illuminated the continued importance of
doubles and will lead to a renewed focus
on those three key matches.
“The doubles is going to make the
team or break the team,” Fountain said.
“If we get our doubles to a level where
we can win two out of the three in every
contest, then I think we have a really
good chance at beating a lot of these
teams because of our depth in singles.”
With that in mind, the Jumbos look
ahead to a pair of weekend matches, first
on the road against Brandeis Friday, followed by a Saturday home date with MIT,
all before the squad heads to Florida for
a week of training during Spring Break.
The Jumbos have traditionally proven
themselves the victors of their annual
date with the Judges, including a 5-2 win
last season.
“We’ve realized that this loss to Colby

James Choca/Tufts Daily

The men’s tennis team dropped its first match of the spring season on Saturday, falling to
NESCAC rival Colby 5-4 at the Gantcher Center.
gives us very little margin for error
now,” Fleder said. “We’ve had our loss
of the year where we were the more
talented team. Brandeis is also a very
talented team, so if we don’t play our
best, it could be a tough match. So
we’re going in more focused and more

driven than we were before the Colby
loss because it’s tough for your backs
to be up against the wall after your first
match of the spring season and our
third match overall, but our backs up
against the wall right now and we have
to play that way and dig deep.”
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The talent may be there, but these Bulls are out of character
K.C. Johnson

by

spite.
It is safe to say that these Bulls have
strayed from the formula for success of
recent seasons, one that a team lacking a
legitimate go-to superstar must follow to
succeed.
Share the ball. Play defense. Outwork
opponents. Play as a team.
And as the Bulls make a late-season
playoff push and general manager John
Paxson prepares for major offseason
changes, the players who have been here
longest know it.
“We’ve lost the way we play,” guard Kirk
Hinrich said. “We used to hang our hat on
playing as a team, getting stops and beating teams up and down the floor.
“Now, we’re inconsistent. I don’t know
if it’s individual agendas. I feel like we
just haven’t done a good job of handling
adversity this year. We’ve had some crazy
incidents happen. And this season has
worn us down. I think everybody knows
we have to be better defensively and go
back to the way we used to play if we want
to win games. It’s a matter of guys buying
in and doing it.”
Andres Nocioni is even more blunt.
“Nobody can act like they’re above the
team,” said Nocioni, who wouldn’t elaborate when asked if teammates did. “We
need to play everybody together.”
Thursday’s impressive home victory
over the Cavaliers hammers that point
home even further, though the team took
an obvious step backward in its road loss
Friday night against the Celtics.
The Bulls committed to guarding
LeBron James after he torched them with a
26-point first half. The Cavaliers’ superstar
then shot 3-of-12 after halftime.
Noah relentlessly attacked the boards,
leading to second-chance points on the
offensive end and fast-break opportunities on the defensive end. And the Bulls
had assists on 14 of 23 second-half field
goals, or 61 percent, which is above their
season percentage.
“That game, we played the way the
Chicago Bulls play,” Nocioni said.
“Everybody helps each other. Everybody
takes open shots. Everybody plays hard on
defense. That’s how we have to play, which
I’ve said many times, and we’re not doing
that.
“We don’t have any stars on this team.
We don’t have anybody like LeBron or Kobe
(Bryant) or Kevin Garnett. And everybody
is unhappy the way the team is playing
because we believe we can be in first place
in the conference. So I think frustration is
what sets off Tyrus or somebody else. It’s
getting worse and worse, so I hope that
game helps us play more together.”
Beyond the lack of a transcendent talent, the Bulls still lack leadership. Larry
Hughes, 29, is now the team’s elder statesman. Hinrich and Deng are co-captains,

MCT

As Aaron Gray walked to the bench after
Drew Gooden replaced him following a
brief second-quarter stint on Tuesday,
the rookie center, according to several
witnesses, snapped at interim coach Jim
Boylan.
“That’s what I get for working hard?”
Gray said.
A shocked Boylan snapped back and
Gray, a second-round pick, played only
the final 1:21 of a blowout victory over
Memphis the rest of the night.
Welcome to the 2007-08 Bulls, where
personal agendas often reign supreme
and the me-first behavior of entitlement
both on and off the court has been a major
factor in the team’s underachieving ways.
Tyrus Thomas’ premeditated decision
to skip Wednesday’s practice without
informing the organization is just the latest example in a series of events that started with players voting to lift the team’s
headband ban for Ben Wallace back in
training camp.
Opposing players routinely questioned
what message having a team rule for
everyone save one player sent.
Then, Luol Deng and Ben Gordon
turned down multi-million-dollar contract extensions on Opening Day and, by
many accounts, have played as if they’re
in a contract season. Even former Bulls
coach Doug Collins addressed their shootfirst mindset on Thursday’s national TNT
broadcast.
Joakim Noah drew a two-game suspension for berating assistant coach Ron
Adams on Jan. 11 in Philadelphia.
Otherwise, Noah is lauded for his practice habits and thirst for winning, which
included challenging Wallace after a Jan.
15 loss in Orlando. But the rookie also is
routinely late for meetings and holds up
team buses with his unfocused ways.
JamesOn Curry, another second-round
pick who management knew wouldn’t contribute this season, got arrested for public
urination and resisting arrest during a
Development League stint in January.
All of this is a far cry from the days
when Jannero Pargo or Eric Piatkowski
wouldn’t play or make a peep for a week
and come in to drop big shot after big shot
on an opponent. Or when last season’s
49-victory team eventually bought into
the team concept needed to finish second
in opponents’ field goal percentage and
first in forced turnovers.
This isn’t to romanticize recent Bulls
teams, either. P.J. Brown, long considered
one of the game’s classier players, publicly popped off about his role early last
season. And Wallace’s insubordination in
November 2006 over the team’s headband
rule remains shocking for its premeditated

MCT

Joakim Noah of the Bulls dunks on the Minnesota Timberwolves’ Al Jefferson during Chicago’s
96-85 win on Jan. 29. Earlier in the season, Noah was suspended two games after berating an
assistant coach, one of a string of character-related incidents involving the Bulls this season.
but it took the since-traded Adrian Griffin
to call a November team meeting and,
along with Wallace, organize a vote to
lengthen Noah’s punishment.
Michael Jordan might have punched
Gray for popping off to Boylan.
As Paxson assembled a roster of hardworking gym rats that many league
observers envied, he rid the organization of players with poor practice habits
or poor team-first attitudes like Eddie
Robinson, Tim Thomas and J.R. Smith.
When Paxson traded Wallace on Feb.

StatISTICS | Standings

Schedule (Mar. 10 - Mar. 14)
MON

Men's Basketball
(11-13, 1-8 NESCAC)
NESCAC

W
Amherst
9
Trinity
6
Middlebury 6
Bowdoin
6
Bates
5
Williams
4
Conn. Coll. 4
Colby
3
Wesleyan
1
Tufts
1

L
0
3
3
3
4
5
5
6
8
8

W
23
20
19
21
17
17
17
13
8
11

L
3
6
7
5
8
8
8
12
16
13

Individual Statistics
Jon Pierce
Jake Weitzen
Ryan O’Keefe
Jeremy Black
Aaron Gallant
Dave Beyel
Pat Sullivan
Dan Cook
Sam Mason
Bryan Lowry
Tom Selby
Aaron Harris
Matt Galvin
Team

PPG
21.5
14.0
11.0
9.4
8.2
7.5
3.9
3.0
2.3
1.9
1.7
0.7
0.7
78.7

Women's Basketball
(25-3, 7-2 NESCAC)

OVERALL

RPG
8.3
5.5
3.1
3.0
2.5
2.7
3.2
0.9
0.9
1.3
2.2
1.3
0.9
35.7

APG
1.1
2.9
1.4
5.5
1.4
0.9
1.1
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.0
1.1
16.0

Amherst
Tufts
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Bates
Williams
Middlebury
Colby
Conn. Coll.
Trinity

NESCAC

OVERALL

W
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
2
2
1

W
27
25
17
19
15
16
13
9
12
10

L
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
7
7
8

L
2
3
9
8
10
9
12
16
12
13

Individual Statistics
K. Ummah
Colleen Hart
K. Tausanovitch
Julia Baily
Kim Moynihan
Jenna Gomez
Lindsay Weiner
Casey Sullivan
Vanessa Miller
Stacy Filocco
Katie Wholey
Katie Puishys
Issy Cless
Team

21 in that three-team, 11-player deal, he
pointedly said that the remainder of the
season would be an evaluation period of
his young players and demanded accountability.
Such words recalled what he said on
March 1, 2006, the day he bought out Tim
Thomas’ contract.
“I am not going to apologize for us having a certain standard,” Paxson said then.
This season has offered several violations of that standard. Approximately 20
games remain to salvage it.

PPG RPG APG
13.1 10.3 1.2
11.4 3.4 3.5
10.0 8.0 1.3
7.8 5.2 0.6
7.6 3.8 2.1
7.0 4.3 1.6
3.0 1.1 0.3
2.7 1.4 1.3
2.5 2.0 2.2
2.2 0.9 0.4
1.9 0.5 0.6
0.8 1.1 0.1
0.3 0.5 0.0
67.0 45.8 14.1

Men’s Lacrosse
(1-0, 0-0 NESCAC)

NESCAC OVERALL

Bowdoin
Colby
Middlebury
Amherst
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Bates
Conn. College
Williams

W
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

L W
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
1

Individual Statistics
D.J. Hessler
Chase Bibby
Matt Caple
Alex Burnes
Perry Choren
Brett Holm
Tucker Merrigan
Zach Sadoff
Peter Whitney
Team
Goaltending
Matt Harrigan
Bryan Petillo

G

4
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
12
GA
1
2

A
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
4
S
7
1

P

6
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
16
S%
.875
.333

Women’s
Basketball

		
		

TUES
		
		
		

WED
		
		
		

		
Men’s Track 		
and Field
		

Women’s
Lacrosse

Men’s
Tennis

Women’s
Tennis

NCAA
Tournament
at Messiah

NCAA
NCAA
Championship Championship
at Miami, Ohio at Miami, Ohio

Women’s
Swimming

Men’s
Lacrosse

		
		

FRI

		
		
		

Men’s
Swimming

Women’s
Track and
Field
		

THURS

		
		
		
		
		

		
		
		
		

		
		
		
		

		
		
		
		

NCAA
Championships
at Ohio Northern

		
		
		
		

		
		
		
		

		
		
		
		

NCAA
Championships
at Ohio Northern

		
		
		
		

		
at Brandeis
4 p.m.

vs. Eastern
Connecticut
3:30 p.m.

		
		
		
		
		
		

at Wellesley
4:30 p.m.
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The Daily wants to hear from YOU.
Have a problem with our coverage? Upset
about something happening at Tufts or in the
community?
The Daily welcomes thoughts, opinions and
complaints from all readers — have your
voice heard!

Send op-ed submissions, 800-1200 words, to
oped@tuftsdaily.com. Send letters to the editor to
editor@tuftsdaily.com.
YSS-110 General 3.25x8.qxd

2/26/08

4:15 PM

Summertime.

Yale turns up the heat.

Class of 2008

Yearbook
This is the last opportunity to guarantee that you will leave
Tufts with a 2008 Jumbo yearbook. Safeguard your college
memories for yourself, your family and friends!!!

Buy your book on line by March 17.

jostensyearbooks.com

If you thought Yale was intense, try our
Summer Session. We condense over 130
full-semester courses into 5 intensive
weeks. No shortcuts, no watering down.
The full syllabus. For full credit.

• Humanities and Social Sciences
• Science and Pre-Med
• Yale Summer Conservatory

for Actors
• English Language Institute

Two five-week intensive sessions:
June 2—July 4
July 7 – August 8
email: summer.session@yale.edu
www.yale.edu/summer
203 432-2430

YALE

SUMMER SESSION 2008

Same Veritas. More Lux.

Page 1

Thomas More (28-0)*

Greensboro (21-7)

Oglethorpe (23-5)

Piedmont (24-3)

Brockport St. (24-4)

Thomas More

Crestview Hills, Kent.
March 8

Oglethorpe

Brockport St.

Geneva, NY
March 9#

William Smith

St. Norbert

Steven’s Point, Wisc.
March 8

Chicago

Kean

Union, N.J.
March 8

Elite Eight
March 15

Oglethorpe

William Smith

Union, NJ

FINAL FOUR

* Denotes first- and second-round regional host
# Game moved to March 9 due to power outage at William Smith

DeSales

Howard Payne

Sweet 16
March 14

Brownwood, Tex.
March 8

Salem St.

Allentown, Pa.
March 8

DeSales

McMurry

DePauw

Amherst

Hope

Berea, Ohio
March 8

DePauw

Greencastle, Ind.
March 8

Wash.-St. Louis

Bowdoin

Bridgewater, Mass.
March 8

Amherst

Illinois Wesleyan

Bloomington, Ill.
March 8

Wisc.-Whitewater

Wisc.-Eau Claire

Indianola, Iowa
March 8

Simpson

Whitewater, WI

UW-Whitewater

Wisc.-Whitewater

Simpson

Hope

Baldwin-Wallace

George Fox

Tacoma, Wash.
March 8

Puget Sound

Brownwood, TX
George Fox

Second Round
March 8

First Round
March 7

DePauw (25-3)*

Denison (18-10)

Wilmington (Ohio) (21-7)

Wash.-St. Louis (18-7)

Bridgewater St. (22-4)*

Bowdoin (18-8)

Amherst (25-2)

Becker (18-10)

Illinois Wesleyan (25-2)*

Maryville (Mo.) (24-3)

Wisc.-Whitewater (24-3)

Manchester (19-8)

Wisc.-Eau Claire (22-6)

Carleton (19-9)

Simpson (25-2)*

Gustavus Adolphus (18-9)

Hope (27-0)

Maryville (Mo.) (24-3)

Baldwin-Wallace (26-2)*

D’Youville (22-5)

George Fox (23-5)

Chapman (24-3)

Puget Sound (22-4)*

LaVerne (20-7)

Marymount (Va.) (23-5)

Salem St. (21-6)

DeSales (24-3)

Muhlenberg (21-6)*

McMurry (24-4)**

Trinity (Tex.) (20-6)

Howard Payne (28-0)

Howard Payne University

Elite Eight
March 15

HOLLAND, MICH.
March 21
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MARCH MADNESS

THIRD PLACE

CHAMPIONSHIP

HOLLAND, MICH.
March 22

WOMEN’S BRACKET

2008

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

DIV. III NCAA TOURNAMENT

FINAL FOUR

HOLLAND, MICH.
March 21

Kean University

Chicago

Kean

Mary Washington

TUFTS

Grantham, PA

Messiah College

Rochester

Messiah

Sweet 16
March 14
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Emmanuel (Mass.) (22-6)

William Smith (23-3)*

Colby-Sawyer (21-7)

Wisc.-Steven’s Pt. (24-4)*

St. Norbert (21-4)

Chicago (20-5)

St. Thomas (Minn.) (20-7)

Kean (25-3)*

Utica (17-10)

Southern Maine (25-3)

Brandeis

Mary Washington

Fredericksburg, Va.
March 8

TCNJ

Mt. St. Mary

Newburgh, N.Y.
March 8

TUFTS

Medaille

Scranton, Pa.
March 8

Rochester

St. Lawrence

Grantham, Pa.
March 8

Messiah

Second Round
March 8
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Brandeis (18-7)

Mary Washington (26-2)*

Baruch (22-6)

TCNJ (21-6)

Bridgewater (Va.) (15-13)

Mt. St. Mary (N.Y.)* (25-2)

Albright (20-6)

TUFTS (23-3)

Wheaton (Mass.) (22-6)

Scranton (20-5)*

Medaille (25-2)

Rochester (20-5)

Eastern Conn. St. (24-4)

St. Lawrence (23-4)

William Patterson (20-6)

Messiah (25-2)*

Cabrini (21-6)

First Round
March 7
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inside international soccer

Weekend upsets bounce Man. U. and Chelsea from FA Cup
by

Jeremy Strauss | errors, big mistakes
and calamities

Alex Akhavan

Daily Staff Writer

Upsets. Every sport has them, and
they are what make soccer so exciting.
For Manchester United and Chelsea,
however, upsets left them with packed
bags and disappointing trips home
from the FA Cup. Stunning performances by Barnsley and Portsmouth
ousted two of the Premier League leaders from England’s most prestigious
tournament.
Saturday’s FA Cup surprises began
with Portsmouth’s 1-0 victory over
Manchester United. Expecting a triumph as easy as their 2-0 win over
Portsmouth in January, nothing
seemed to go Man. U.’s way. A controversial tackle in the penalty box
against Cristiano Ronaldo infuriated
United’s manager, Alex Ferguson, who
exclaimed to MUTV, “It’s absolutely
ridiculous. I cannot explain it.”
Later, Tomasz Kuszczak replaced
Edwin Van der Sar in goal after an
injury. The most crucial moment of
the game was when Kuszczak fouled
Portsmouth’s Milan Baros in the 78th
minute. Since any foul by the last
man back results in an automatic red
card, Kuszczak was sent off despite
Man. U’s protests that Wayne Rooney
and Anderson were behind him. Rio
Ferdinand was left to defend the penalty, and Muntari put it away nicely to
give Portsmouth the vital goal.
After the game, Man. U. had plenty
of excuses, including unjust refereeing and simple bad luck. Ronaldo had
his own theory, blaming the league’s
unwillingness to protect its skill players. “After what happened to the
Arsenal player Eduardo da Silva [who
was injured in Arsenal’s game against
Birmingham],” Ronaldo said in an article published by the BBC, “I am scared
to do my skills.”
Excuses aside, a player of Ronaldo’s
skill should always perform to his
potential and focus on the game. The
consequence of doing anything else is
what happened to Man. U. this weekend.
The upset winds reached the Chelsea
and Barnsley match, too. Barnsley
shocked Liverpool three weeks ago,
but not many people thought that their
momentum could carry over to another
astonishing victory for a Championship
team against a Premier League giant.
Barnsley, however, proved its worth in
a superb performance against Chelsea
see SOCCER, page 14

From bad to worse

H

MCT

Cristiano Ronaldo, seen here during a match against Lyon on Feb. 20, saw his Manchester
United fall victim to a monumental upset over the weekend. Man. U. fell 1-0 to Portsmouth
in FA Cup action, joining Chelsea as the other major upset victim of the weekend.

Athletes of the Week
D.J. HESSLER, MEN’S LACROSSE
Freshman D.J. Hessler made a splash in his collegiate debut on Saturday, scoring four
goals and dishing two assists to lead the men’s lacrosse team to a 12-3 victory over
Skidmore in their season opener.
Hessler received extra playing time due to injuries to fellow attackmen Clem McNally
and Connor Ginsberg, but his performance will likely keep him solidly in the rotation.
What was particularly impressive about Hessler’s performance was that he contributed
throughout the entire game. He scored one goal in each quarter, and had one assist in
each half. Overall, Hessler fired six shots, all of which were on goal.
Hessler also showed striking vision and awareness for such a young player. He showcased his exceptional field presence on numerous inside passing and scoring plays. On his
fourth goal, Hessler snuck behind the defense into a goal-scoring position, recognizing a
loose ball on the ground after it had been stripped from one of the Skidmore defenseman.
A Jumbo teammate emerged from the scrum of players with possession, and then caught
the Skidmore D off guard by passing it to Hessler, who quickly finished.
The Jumbos hope Hessler stays hot in their match-up with Eastern Connecticut State
University on Tuesday.

JAMES CHOCA/Tufts Daily

the bench, women’s basketball
The women’s basketball team’s bench is a major reason why the team is in the Sweet
Sixteen of the NCAA Tournament. The Jumbos’ reserves averaged 18 points over two tourney games over the weekend, propelling Tufts’ wins over Wheaton and Mount St. Mary.
Against the Lyons, most of the bench’s production came courtesy of sophomore forward
Julia Baily, who tallied 12 points in 20 minutes. The team’s third-leading rebounder, Baily
also pulled down five boards and added a steal. The performance continued Baily’s breakout season, in which the Farmington, Conn. native has posted averages of 7.8 points and
5.2 rebounds per game.
The following night against the Blue Knights, it was sophomore guard Vanessa Miller
and junior guard Stacy Filocco who provided big sparks off the bench. Miller was active all
over the floor, tying a game-high with nine points while contributing four rebounds and
two assists. Filocco, meanwhile, made the most of her eight minutes, tallying six points.
Her three-pointer at the 13:32 mark of the second half gave the Jumbos a 15-point cushion
and broke the game wide open.
The Jumbos’ bench has outscored their opponents’ reserves in all but five games this
season.
LEOnard ASHU/Tufts Daily

appy Monday, sports fans!

I begin this week’s column with a question: If you had a chance to sign Pacman
Jones, would you do it? Better yet, if you
had a chance to talk about signing Pacman
Jones, would you even go that far? For Jerry
Jones and the Cowboys, apparently there is
no “too far.”
3. Oh Boston, You’re My Home: With
all the excitement over Red Sox spring
training and the Celtics not losing every
game, most Boston fans have probably
forgotten that the city’s hockey team,
the Bruins, is currently involved in an
intense playoff race.
This week, after posting an outstanding record for what seemed like ages, the
Bruins showed the rest of the NHL that,
well, they’re not really all that good. “The
Hub of Hockey” faced three consecutive
opponents, each not presently qualified to
make the postseason, and offered a lessthan-adequate showing in each game.
First, the Bs traveled to Washington, D.C.,
where they managed to score two goals
against the Capitals. Unfortunately, they
gave up 10. While Boston tried to shake off
the showing when it returned home to face
a competitive Florida Panthers club, the
Bruins managed only a 1-0 overtime loss.
Then, the underachieving Toronto Maple
Leafs came to town, and the Bruins once
again scored two goals... and gave up eight.
At least the Bs are still in playoff position
after this series of errors, and at least they
have Zdeno Chara, who’s like 20 feet tall.
2. A Jones for a Jones: This one made
my column and it’s only a report of discussions. That should let you know just how
ridiculous it is that the Dallas Cowboys
are reportedly considering pursuing Adam
“Pacman” Jones if he is permitted to return
to the NFL. Jerry Jones appears desperate,
and it’s possibly because he recently figured out that Tony Romo, like the Boston
Bruins, just isn’t that good. Maybe it’s
because a third Jones, running back Julius,
left the Cowboys this week for the precious
lure of Seattle.
But hey, maybe I’m wrong! Pacman
Jones sure could lighten up the Cowboys’
locker room and be a great role model for
the team’s younger players. The Cowboys
have had their problems with players off
the field before, and perhaps Jones (Jerry
this time) wants to bring a resurgence of
insanity to Dallas. Unfortunately, even
talking about Pacman Jones is considered
a big mistake in virtually every other NFL
locker room, and my view on the situation is no exception. The Cowboys should
focus on the important things, like wiping up T.O.’s tears and taping Romo’s
hands to the ball.
1. You can’t win ’em all: While I hate
to say it, European soccer lovers are the
definition of fair-weather fans. I don’t
think I’ve ever met a soccer fan who supports a European club that’s consistently
bad (like most of my favorite teams).
The same four or five teams have always
reigned supreme across the Atlantic, and
it appeared things would always stay that
way... until this past week.
Two of England’s top clubs, Chelsea and
Manchester United, were both eliminated
from the FA Cup. While Man. U. fell to
a relatively forgotten Portsmouth team,
Chelsea participated in the true stunner,
being defeated by Barnsley (who?), 1-0.
The latter game is already being called a
“historic upset,” as Barnsley currently faces
the threat of falling down one league.
Although I am somewhat of a self-proclaimed Chelsea fan, I think both upsets
couldn’t be better for soccer. Now European
soccer fans will realize that glory must be
spread around in professional sports, rather than shared among a few select teams.
That doesn’t change the fact, however, that
for Chelsea and Man. U., the shake-ups are
both the calamities of the week.
Jeremy Strauss is a sophomore majoring in
environmental studies. He can be reached
at Jeremy.Strauss@tufts.edu.
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Women’s Basketball

With two weekend wins, Jumbos punch ticket to Sweet Sixteen
Reserves come up big in convincing secondround win over Mount St. Mary Saturday
by Sapna

Bansil

Daily Editorial Board

The best season in the history of
the women’s basketball team just
got a whole lot sweeter.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
(25-3, 7-2 NESCAC)
at Newburgh, N.Y., Saturday
Tufts
20 34 --- 54
Mount St. Mary 12 26 --- 38
at Newburgh, N.Y., Friday
Wheaton
Tufts

28
35

39 --- 67
36 --- 71

Behind a suffocating effort on
the defensive end, the nationally
ranked No. 18 Jumbos trounced
host Mount St. Mary 54-38
Saturday night in Newburgh, N.Y.
to advance to the Sweet Sixteen of
the Div. III NCAA Tournament. The
win followed Tufts’ 71-68 win over
Wheaton in the tourney opener on
Friday and continued the Jumbos’
program-best season, which now
stands at 25-3.
“I was a little bit speechless afterwards,” coach Carla Berube said
following Saturday’s victory. “It was
the best defensive basketball we’ve
played all season, from top to bottom, from player A to player Z. I
am just proud of our effort, proud
of the way we came out, the way
we sustained our composure, our
intensity and our energy for the
entire game. It was a fun game to
coach and to be a part of.”

Defense ruled the day in a game
where no player from either side
reached double figures in scoring.
Mount St. Mary entered the contest with one of the nation’s best
defenses, having held its opponents
to a Div. III-best 29.9 percent from
the field. But Tufts beat the Blue
Knights at their own game, limiting them to just 12 first-half points.
Mount St. Mary finished with 38
points on the night, a whopping
33.5 fewer than its season average.
“We watched them play the night
before, and we knew that they are a
very good offensive team,” sophomore guard Vanessa Miller said.
“But we pressured the ball great
— we were talking, and we communicated well. It was all the things
we’ve been talking about the entire
season coming together.”
While the Jumbos stifled the Blue
Knights’ assault, they had trouble
getting their own offensive game
going, setting up a defensive stalemate through the first 18 minutes
of the game. With two minutes
remaining in the first half, both
teams had combined for just 26
points. But a conventional threepoint play from senior co-captain
Jenna Gomez ignited a 6-0 Tufts
run that closed the half and sent
the team into the locker room with
a 20-12 lead.
The Jumbos sustained that
momentum into the second half.
A Gomez jumper at the 16:03 mark
put the Tufts lead in double digits,
and a crucial three-pointer by junior
see WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, page 14

Laura Schultz/Tufts Daily

Senior co-captain Jenna Gomez had nine points and nine rebounds in the women’s basketball team’s NCAA
Tournament win over Mount St. Mary on Saturday. With the victory, the Jumbos advanced to the Sweet Sixteen
for the first time.

Men’s Lacrosse

Men’s Tennis

Mules down Jumbos behind strong
showing from doubles squads
by

Thomas Eager

Daily Editorial Board

The men’s tennis team entered
Saturday’s match looking to open up
the spring portion of its season on a

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Sophomore midfielder Mike Droesch winds up to shoot during the men’s lacrosse team’s
12-3 romp over Skidmore on Saturday.

Tufts dominated its first game of
the season, handing visiting Skidmore
a 12-3 loss on Bello Field despite torrential rain. For the Jumbos, the margin of victory was a welcome surprise,
as the team’s previous two matchups
against Skidmore were decided by
just one goal.
“I’m not sure it was a case of us
being stronger or them being worse
this year,” senior quad-captain Tucker
Merrigan said. “We just have it together earlier in the season than they do.

high note with a win over an unranked
opponent. No. 21 Tufts, however, came
up short against Colby 5-4 on the indoor
courts in the Gantcher Center, dropping
the Jumbos to a 2-1 record while Colby
advanced to 2-0 on the season.
While singles continued to display its
dominance as the anchor of the Tufts
team, a Colby sweep of the doubles portion to kick off the contest put the Jumbos
in a 0-3 hole. Despite generally solid play
from top to bottom on the singles ladder, it wasn’t enough to net Tufts the win
after the squad picked up only four while
surrendering two, giving Colby the five
matches it needed to seal the victory.
Additional problems for the Jumbos
included sophomore Jon Trott falling ill
with the flu hours before match time
Saturday afternoon, requiring a shuffle
of both the singles and doubles lineups.

see MEN’S LACROSSE, page 15

see MEN’S TENNIS, page 15

Jumbos open with dominating
win over Skidmore on home turf
by

Noah Schumer

Daily Editorial Board

The men’s lacrosse team has high
expectations for this season. On
Saturday, the nationally ranked No. 9
Jumbos showed why.
MEN’S LACROSSE
(1-0, 0-0 NESCAC)
at Bello Field, Saturday
Skidmore		
Tufts		

0
5

1
2

0
4

2 --- 3
1 --- 12

MEN’S TENNIS (0-1)
at Gantcher Center, Saturday
		
Tufts		
4
Colby		
5

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Sophomore Bryan Wilner serves during the
men’s tennis team’s match against Colby on
Saturday.

HOCKEY (NESCAC SEMIFINALS): TRI 2, COL 1; MID 2, AMH 1. (NESCAC FINALS): TRI 3, MID 2 (2OT). MEN’S
LACROSSE: COL 9, WIL 8 (2OT); BOW 8, CON 6; MID 14, BAT 12. WOMEN’S LACROSSE: MID 16, BAT 12; TRI 18,
COL 15; BOW 15, CON 2; AMH 9, WES 8 (OT). MEN’S TENNIS: COL 5, TUF 4.

